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VOLUM E T H IR T Y -F IV E ,

TH U R SD A Y , N O V EM B ER 2 5 , 1 9 0 9 .

AD V ERTISEM EN TS ON EV ERY P A G E .

8

W HOLE NUM BER, 1 7 9 4

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
g

B. HORNING, M.

Ji

W. SCHEUREN’S

Practising Physician,

SHAVING PARLOR,

OOLLEGEYILLE, Pa.
Telephone lu office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

OOLLEQ-EYILLE, PA.

V J Y.WEBER,

D.,

Practising Physician,

Secoud Door Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBAGOO
always on hand.

TJENRY BOBER,

EYANSBUKG, Fa. Office H onrs: Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. IT.

g

A. KRUSEN, M.

Veterinary Surgeon,
OOLLEGEYILLE, PA.
Bell ’Phone 23 x.

NOBRISTOWN, PA.
OFFICE BOOMS : THIRTY, THIBTY-TWO Q E O . J. HALLMAN,
AND THIBTY-FOUB BOYEE ARCADE.
HOURS, 8 to 9
T elephones, Bell 716-D
2 to 8
Keystone 807
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
NEAR MONT GLARE. P. O. Address—R.
D. 1, Phoenixville, Pa. All kinds of carpenter
work, bv the day, or by contract. Estimates
8. D. CORNISH,
cheerfully furnished.
10 28.

Carpenter and Builder,

DENTIST,
OOLLEGEYILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Q uaranteed; Qas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 31. Bell ’Phone, 27Y.

D

jQANIEL M. ANDERS,

Real Estate Bought, Sold
and Exchanged.

R. FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Successor to l)r. Okas, Ryekman.)

DENTIST,

INSURANCE EFFECTED.

BOYEESPORD, F A Practical DentlBtry at
honest prices.

Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

M

AVNE R. LONG8TRETH,

Attorney-at- Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroeer Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery Oounty Bar.

g A R V E Y L SHOMO,

Attorney-at- Law,
821 SWEDE STB BET, NORRISTOWN, FA.
RESIDENCE-ROYERSFOBD.
Both ’Phones,

FIRST:CLASS

Single and Double H eaters
Ranges, Cook Stoves,
WICKLESS OIL HEATERS, RADIATORS, AND FARMERS’ BOILERS
at the right prices, and good service guar
anteed. No pains spared in my efforts to
give all my patrons satisfaction.

F. C. P O L E Y,
LIMERICK SQUARE, PA.

JJEKBERT U. MOORE,

Attorney-at-La w ,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
805 Swede St., NoiTistown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
3-16.
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JOSEPH 8. KRATZ,

Attorney-at-Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
»nd CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephonea.

Q

L. EVANS,

Attorney-at- Law,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, FA.
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

FJYHOMAS HALLMAN,

Attorney-at-Law,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At my residence, next door to National Bank,
Oollegeville. every evening.
1-26.

'Optometrist'.- •

;

.-j i •: -

B-2JO DcKalb Street NORRISTOWN. PA.

Scientific.
“Mary Ellen, why Is it you are al
ways smashing your gold eyeglasses
and the steel ones stick on your nose
as though g'ued there?”
“Can’t you guess why?”
“Not unless it’s a sign that riches are
fleeting and the poor you have always
w ith you.”
“Not at all. There is nothing alle
gorical about it. The reason is just
scientific. It’s my magnetic attraction,
that’s ail.’’—New York Sun.
Used to Them.
The Plain One—And weren’t you a
bit nervous when he proposed to you?
The Pretty One—Oh, dear, no! Pro
posals used to make me nervous, but
not any more.—Exchange.

No. 8 EAST AIRY ST., NORRISTOWN.

A Slander.
“I see th at royal blood has been dis
covered in an old American family.”
“Don’t believe it. Some gossip is al
ways making a slam at our old fam
ilies.”—Philadelphia Ledger.

Can be consulted every evening a t his resi
dence In Evansbnrg. B oth’phones.
11-26

THE HUDSON RIVER.

J

STROUD WEBER,

Attorney-at- Law,

u.

S. G. F1NKB1NER,

Real Estate and Insurance,
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.

J O B S J. RADCLIFF,

Painter and Paper Hanger
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COLLEG EVILLE, PA. Contracts taken and gQOd
work and material guaranteed. Full line wall
paper and paint for sale.

jg

8. POLEY,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-28

P

8. BOONS,
SOHWENKSVILLE, PA.

Slater and Roofer,

And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
etc. Estimates fttrnished. work con
tracted at lowest prices.
Hoot

gflW A R D DAVID
Painter and

Paper-Hanger,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. MSt" Samples of paper
always on hand.

witn tn'e Indians and his oDservanons WASHINGTON LETTER.
of the surrounding country were so
gratifying that be returned borne with
glowing reports of the new found From Our Regular Correspondent.
country.
Washington D. C.. Nov. 24,1909.—
The Dutch at once realized that great
commercial advantage might be gained It is expected that the Government
In the new territory, and various com will soon have real accurate data
panies were organized to colonize and relative to the tariff question. It
exploit i t
In 1616 a charter was granted to the has long been in need of such data.
New Netherlands company, and the The conflicting testimony of trusts
river was there referred to as “De Ri and individuals interested in high
viere van der Vorst Mauritius” In hon protective* tariff has clouded the
or of Prince Maurice of Orange.
In various other charters granted at issue and made an intelligent tariff
this time and public documents in revision next to impossible. When
which the river was mentioned it was the Aldrich-Payne revision was
spoken of as the “Groote Riviere,” the under consideration by the late
“Noordt river.” the “River of the Man- special session of Congress legis
hattans” and the “Eio de Montague.”
In addition to these names, the In lators were groping in the dark
dians bad a number of others for it. and the necessary information bear
among which may be mentioned “Sa- ing on the cost of production here
natatea.” “Sbawnatawty,” “Cahohata and abroad was inaccessible. There
tea” and “Cohongorontas.”
As late as 1754 the river was referred was much opposition to the special
to by a French w riter as the “River tariff commission, now„ascertaining
Orange.”
facts, and this opposition will,
When the English took possession of doubtless, be continued, and no
New Netherlands they persistently
called the river “Hudson’s river,” and matter vyhat the findings of the
despite the many other names by tariff commission may be there will
which it was known that name finally be special advocates of the trusts on
“stuck.” although many of the early the floors of the House and of the
colonists spoke of It as the North river
in contradistinction to tbe Delaware Senate who will criticize and in an
river, which was commonly known as ingebious manner disprove the
the South river.—Cincinnati Enquirer. figures of any tariff commission.
Figures, it is said, will not lie, but
THE CANNON BURST.
liars will figure.
There will be in session in Wash
Tragedy In a Celebration te Honor
ington on December 8, 9 and 10 the
President Tyler.
In 1844 an accident took place in the National Rivers and Harbors Con
American navy—the explosion of a big gress and this organization will
gun, the Peacemaker, on board the frig make an effort to impress upon
ate Princeton, oJM^road bay, in the
Potomac river, « g h t miles below Congress the necessity of a definite
and emphatic policy for the im
Washington.
Those killed were Abel Upshur of provement of the internal water
Virginia, secretary of state; Thomas ways of the Nation. Four hundred
W. Gilmer, governor of Virginia;
Commodore Kemon of the navy. Rep boards of trade and chambers of
resentative Sykes of New Jersey, Rep commerce, twenty-five state gover
resentative Maxey of Maryland and nors, and many waterway organi
Mr. Gardiner, an ex-member of con zations throughout the country have
gress from New York.
The severely wounded were William appointed delegates to this conven
Wilkins of Pennsylvania, secretary of tion Jwbicb, it is expected, will be
war; Miss Wickliffe, daughter of the the greatest of its kind ever held in
postmaster' general; Colonel Dade, any country.
Colonel Benton, Judge Phelps of Ver
There is, of course, much interest
mont. Commodore Stockton, command
throughout the country with refer
er of the Princeton, and nine seamen.
On Feb. 28, 1844, President Tyler, ence to filling the vacancy in the
the members of his cabinet and their Supreme Court of tbe United States
families and many other prominent made by the death of Justice Peckpersons, said to number over 400, were
Invited by Commodore Stockton to ham. It is thought that the Presi
spend the day on the frigate Prince dent will appoint some one from the
ton, which was lying at anchor off South, either Judge Lurtin or Judge
Alexandria. After the guests were on Jusom, both of whom are Southern
board anchor was weighed for a short
sail on the Potomac, and the ship pro Democrats. Judge Lurtin is an
ceeded down the river to a point be intimate friend of the President and
low Fort Washington. On the trip and was associated with him when
down the heaviest piece of ordnance Mr. Taft was a United States Cir
on the frigate was fired several times,
presumably as a matter of entertain cuit Judge.
The investigation of the customs
ment for the company. The gun had
been constructed from a model made frauds in New York is at present
by Commodore Stockton, and Presi exciting great interest in adminis
dent Tyler expressed a decided inter
est in the weapon. At 2 o’clock in trative and political circles. Many
the afternoon on the return trip the members of Congress are opposed^
Princeton anchored off Broad bay, and to
Congressional investigation.
the company was invited to luncheon Some believe that the campain con
In the cabins below the gun deck.
After luncheon Commodore Stockton ducted by tbe Attorney-General and
proposed that the gun be fired once Secretary of the Treasury for the
more as a salute, he said, to the mem improvement of the customs ser
ory of the great peacemaker, George vice will develop such abuses as
Washington. President Tyler, bis cab may exist and result in the punish
inet and a number of gentlemen re*
ment of those who are guilty..
paired to tbe gun deck.

As the gun was fired the breech end
from the trunnion’s back was blown
It Has Been Known by at Least Twen off, and this section was split in twain.
ty Different Name*.
One-half of it fell on Secretary Up
In the course of the past 400 years shur. Two sailors removed i t but the
the Hudson has been known by at secretary expired Id a few moments.
least twenty different names, and even Governor Gilmer had been struck and
today—in New York, at any rate—it is killed by this section of the gun be
indifferently referred to both as the fore it felled Mr. Upshur. The party
Hudson and tbe North river.
on the gun deck was scattered, and
While Henry Hudson is universally the whole ship shook under the force
acclaimed as the discoverer of the no of the explosion.
ble river which bears his .name. It is
The excitement was great. The bod
well known that nearly a century be ies were removed from the Princeton,
fore Hudson’s successful exploration taken to Washington, placed in hearses
John da Verrazano. a Florentine, en a t the wharf and carried to the White
tered tbe mouth of the Hudson and re House, where they lay lu the east room
ported that he had passed up rbe river till the day Of the funeral—a day of
about a league In a boat, not venturing general public mourning.—Exchange.
to sail his vessel, the Daupblne. up a
river with which he was unfamiliar
Just Before the 8panking.
A sadden squall impelled him to re
“Pop, does a chicken come from an
turn to his ship. Verrazano called the egg?”
Hudson “the river of steep hills.” This
“Yes, my son.”
was In 1624. Some years later Terra“And does an egg come from a
zano’s brother made a map of the re chicken?”
gion, and he named the mouth of tbe
“Yes.”
Hudson “San Germano.”
“Well, if a chicken comes from an
In 1525 a Spaniard named Gomez, egg, and an egg comes from a chicken,
who came to America on an exploring _ which”—
trip, made a chart upon which he des
“Now, see here, if you are going to
ignated tbe Hudson as “San Antonio.” prolong this line of thought yon can
When some eighty years later Henry go right to bed.”
Hudson In his efforts to reach the East
“But, pop!”
Indian possessions of the Dutch East
“Well, what?”
India company by a northwestern
“How does a chicken come from an
route accidentally ran into tbe Hudson egg?”
he promptly dubbed it tbe "Manhattes.”
“Oh, any hen can sit on an egg and
from tbe name of tbe Indians who hatch I t ”
dwelt at its month.
“Gee! I ’m glad I ain’t a hen. It
Hudson sailed slowly up the river as must hurt to sit on a hatchet!” (Hasty
far as Albany, and his experiences
Naw Vnr* Times
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Every farmer knows that bis
fertilizers must be rich in nitrates
to produce the best results, and he
also knows that such fertilizers are
expensive.
Through the invention of a Nor
wegian chemist, the prospect
is now good for a supply of fertil
izing nitrates at a low price and in
unlimited quantites. Prof. Birkeland of Christiania, while making
some electrical experiments, dis
covered that he had found a way
of extracting tbe nitrogen from the
air. Accordingly he set about per
fecting his accidental invention.
This was six years ogo. There
is now in Norway a company, backed
by English and German capital,
which is turning out calcium nitrate
—a-compound of lime and nitrogen
—by the ton for use as fertilizer.
The lime they dig from tbe bill, and
air—a mixture of oxygen and nitro
gen—furnish tbe material.
Common air is forced through a
powerful electric flame, and its two
gases unite to form nitricoxid—agas
which absorbs more oxygen when
exposed to air. By a well-known
process it is changed to nitric acid,

which is caused to combine with
limestone. The product is calcium
nitrate, which is ground into powder.
It is said to be as goodafertilieras
Chile nitrate, which isr a sodium
nitrate.
So great are the profits in the
business that American capitalists
are developing here a different pro
cess. They first liquify air, and
then obtain the nitrogen from it by
distillation. The nitrogen is forced
into an electric furnace, in. which
coke and lime have been caused to
combine and form calcium carbid.
Tbe carbid absorbs the nitrogen, and
becomes calcium cyanamid, a valu
able fertilizer.
It is only within a year or so that
these artificial nitrates have been
produced in commercial quantities.
It has long been known that nitro
gen could be supplied to a field by
plowing in a crop of clover or some
other leguminous plant, which draws
the nitrogen from the air in large
quantities. But by the new pro
cesses the farmer can 'get nitrogen
into the soil without having to give
up tbe use of the laud for a year.
—Youth’s Companion.
B E S T T IM E F O R P L A N T IN G
TREES.

“ When is the best time of the
year for planting fruit tree like
the peach, apple and plum? If trees
are planted in the fall is it nedessary
to bill them up over the bud?”
The above information was re
quested of Prof. H. A. Surface,
State Zoologist of Pennsylvania, by
a man residing in Franklin county,
near Maryland line, in a celebrated
“fruit belt.” It is a sample of
hundreds of similar letters recieved
within a few weeks.. The reply of
Professor Surface was brief and to
the point, as follows:
“ I am well satisfied that apple,
pear and quince trees can be planted
in the fall with good advantage, and
I would prefer fall planting for such
kinds. However, in planting peach
and plum I would as soon plant in
spring, as early as the ground can
be put into proper order. Yet I
believe that fall planting of peach
and plum trees in your part of the
State and over the warmer portions
of Pennsylvania .would be all right
and successful. It will be best to
cut them back well at planting, and
I think it would be advisable to
mound them up over the bud. If
they were so mounded they would
not be liable to be killed by every
severe winter freezing, and if they
were injuried, only the upper and
exposed part would be damaged,
and the remainder could be left to
grow a new top, which it would do
very nicely. Cherry trees should
be planted early in the spring—the
earlier the better.”

f ----------------------------------T H IN G S W E T H IN K - T H IN G S
’ O T H E R S T H IN K
A N D W H A T W E T H IN K O P T H E
T H IN G S O T H E H S T H I N K .

BY ELBERT BEDE.

afe---------- ------------------d t
—The English Society for Psychi
cal Research has discovered that
that the soul weighs two ounces,
which explains why some wholesouled people are such lightweights.
- Chas. I. Gosh was recently
married to Anna B. Dam in Dubu
que. That was almost like profan
ing the marriage ceremony.
—New York Evening Mail: Gov
ernment experts estimate that there
is enough coal in the United States
to last 7,310 years. Order for de
livery after the expiration of that
period are rejected by all respon
sible dealers.
—Speaking of the productive soil
of Eausas a land agent says: “Not
long ago a man threw half a link of
bologna out the car window and
when itcame back the next day it ran
through a pack of 150 dogs and killed
a good many of them.” If a man
would scatter a little of the root of
evil around in a country like that at
about 10 o’clock in the morning he
could come around after dinner and
find a government mint in full opera
tion.
v—A good memory forgets all but
tbe pleasant things.
—“ Wet” and “dry’’aretwo words
now having definitions not accorded
them in thedayspf our grandfathers.
—The many reports of the myri
ads of germs that lurk in paper
money may enlighten us as to why
money-getting has become a disease
with tbe American people.
—Whiskey is being shipped into
prohibition territory labeled “ varn
ish.” Let’s see, varnish is the
fiuisb, and that’s usually the kind
of whiskey sent into the dry terri
tory.
—“Women are not as bad as they
are painted,” says Lillian Bell.
Well, we sincerely hope not.
—A special to one of the dailies
tells of a man sent to the insane
asylm, made crazy by indulging in
too much beef steak. The butcher
probably took all his cents.
—It only takes $1.80 worth of wool
to make a $50 suit of clothes, says
an exchange. At that rate per suit
a “ morning after” taste is good for
about a year’s supply of clothing.

—“ Men who stay at home every
night are not good for anything,”
says Dr. Julia Holmes Smith. We
Q U E E N S L A N D A N D IT S F R U IT S .
would say that such men are at least
The range of fruit production of good husbands and fathers and are
Queensland is remarkably large and setting a pretty fair example for
varied. On the higher and colder their boys.
tablelands apples, grapes, cherries,
—St. Paul doesn’t want Amour’s
pears, peaches, plums, and necta
rines are grojrn in abundance, and packing plant located too close to
of excellent quality. Nearer the that village for fear of polluting tbe
coast, and in many coastal districts, aesthetic temperaments of the na
pineapples, oranges, lemons and tives. The legislature probably
most of the fruits just mentioned, furnishes all the carrion the saint
find a place alongside products of can stand for.
warmer and more humid climates.
—With the commission plan of
Such, for example,are the paw-paw,
the banana, the passion fruit, the government there ought to be no
custard apple, and the granadilla, a more sins of omission.
luscious fruit, like a giant passion
fruit. Bananas, at one time largely
—“ Women over 24 years of age
supplied to Australia from Fiji, are can vote,” says tbe Swedish diet.
grown on the largest scale in North Digest that, you anti-suffragist.
Queensland.
—A New York poet refers to his
lady’s lips as “Love’s apocalypse.”
Concrete is the favorite building We hope he recovers.
material now, and the problem of
—The mule is a good emblem for
dealing with walls and floors of this
material may be determined by the the democratic party because it can
use of ozokite, a waxy substance of stand so much abuse.
different colors mined in Germany.
Spread on the surface to be coated, it
—It would seem as if a man who
is ironed in with hot irons, and sees another drunk would never be
gives a smooth and durable face that
can be easily cleaned. Ink spilt on fool enough to imbibe too freely
tbe floors can be wiped up with a himself.
rag and leaves nostain. Tbe polish
—A missionary has invented a
is to be tried on the hospitals in new merry widow. There is work
Manila, the surface being so smooth
that it affords no holding for dust or for a missionary in the merry widow
hat business.
germs.
■’“C O N C R E T E F O R B U IL D IN G S .
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Thursday, Nov. 25, '09.
CHURCH NERVICES.
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
gernron, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and weleome.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
E. at 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks Sta
tion, - Rev. G-. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday
Services—10.30 a. m.; 8.80 p. m. Sunday School
_2.16 p. m. Tested choir. Free sittings.
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church.—Sunday School at
9.46 a. m. .Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
a t 9 a.m . Preaching at 10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Junior Endeavor prayer meeting at 2 p. m.
Y. P. S. U. E. prayer meeting at 6.45 p. m.
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening
a t 7.80 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to
attend the services.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Rev. Q-eo. R. Riffert, pastor. Limerick —
Preaching at 7.45 p. m .; Sunday School at 9
a. m. Trappe — Preaching at 10 a. in.; Sun
day School at 2 p. m.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.46,11.30 a. m., 6.06 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
7.45,11.02 a. m., 2.27, 6.06 p. m. Sundays—8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. m.

M rs . Fenton's U n cle Dead.
—The annual Gettysburg excur
sion recently conducted by the Topton
Mrs. W. P. Fenton, of this bor
Lutheran Orphans’ Home netted the ough, has received information of
institution $2500, of which $600 was the death of her uncle, Francis
cleared by the lunch car service.
Fennimore, of Wayne, who died
suddenly from a stroke of apoplexy
at his summer residence, Harvey
S u rp rise Party.
About twenty friends tendered Cedars, N. J. Mr. Fennimore was
Jacob Rabn, of Third avenue, a sur a retired business man and was 69
prise party at his home on Wed years of age.
nesday evening of last week. A
F arm Sold.
most pleasant time was spent.
Ivins C. Walker conducted the
T hanksg iving D ay Parade.
sale of the real estate and personal
The annual parade for inspection property of Charles L. Thomas, at
of the Norristown Fire Department Eagleville, opposite the Jewish San
composed of five companies, who itarium, Monday, and good prices
willbavethe Fame,of West Chester, were realized. The farm of 108
and the Friendship, of Reading, as acres was sold to Samuel Tabak,
the Bridgeport liquor dealer, for
guests, will take place to-day.
six thousand dollars.
T h an ksg ivin g D ay S ervice.

Thanksgiving Day service will be
held in Trinity Reformed church,
Collegeville, this Thursday morn
ing at 10 o’clock. The sermon will
be preached by the pastor. All are
invited.
John S te ltz D isappears.

John Steltz, of Greenlane, a former
justice of the peace and father of
Prof. Titus Steltz, principal of the
West Conshohocken schools, has
disappeared from bis home and des
pite all efforts no trace of the miss
ing man has been found.
E n te rta in m e n t.

Home and Abroad.
—Another
—Thanksgiving Day
— Right here.,
. —If you have nothing tofeel th a n k 
ful for,

—Try and find something.
—Think about the long drought,
and the rain on Tuesday and Wed
nesday,
—And feel thankful, thrice thank
ful, for the rain.
—Blow your own horn, but don’t
make a mistake in. thinking you’re
the whole band.—Florida Times
Union.
—Turkey dinner at Perkiomen
Bridge hotel to-day.
—The Directors of the College
ville National Bank will bold their
regular meeting this week on Fri
day instead qf Thursday, at 9 a. m.
;—The public schools of this bor
ough will be closed on Thursday and
Friday of this week.
—Horses clipped at Espenship’s
livery, Railroad House, Collegeville.
—Andrew Tyson, of Schwenksville, has rented and taken posses
sion of the lot of Mrs. Theodore
Smoyer, near Oaks.
—As many men die by their own
foolishness as can be claimed by
disease.—Manchester Union.
—George Kilmer, a Reading
farmer, raised 400 stalks of celery*
some of which are over two feet in
length.
—After working 40 years for the
Grater-Bodey Lumber Company, in
Norristown, Lemuel G. Solomon
left to work for another firm in
Philadelphia.
—Misfortune is the tombstone of
friendships.—French.
—Contrary to a usual custom, Royersford schools Will not have a holi
day on Friday following Thanks
giving Day.
—About the easiest way to break
an expensive habit is to go broke
yourself.—Dallas News.
—Frank Templin, of East Nantmeal, Chester county, killed a 22pound raccoon, the largest ever in
that section.
—Henry Sweisfort, of Perkiomenville, found his colt, valued at $800,
dead, strangled with a halter.
—During the past seven mouths
more than 1000 chickens have been
killed by automobiles between Boyertown and Reading.

The CrescentLiterary Society will
give an entertainment in Mennonite
school house, near Yerkes, on Satur
day evening,- November 27. About
twenty characters will participate
in the interesting drama that will be
presented. Admission, 15 cents.
Death of Form er U rs in u a Student.

Charles S. Shatters, a well known
member of the Berks county Bar,
died at his home in Reading, on
Thursday night. His death was due
to tuberculosis. He was aged 83
years. Mr. Shatter was an alumnus
of Ursinus College.
E le c tric L ig h t fo r G reenlane.

The Town Council of Greenlane
has approved an ordinance permit
ting the Construction of an electric
plant within the borough,to be*com
pleted within ,a year. Steps are
also to be taken to procure a water
plant for the municipality.
C o n tra c t fo r R e p lan k in g B ridge
A w arded.

The County Commissioners have
a warded the contract for re-planking
and spiking portions of roadway of
Royersford bridge over the Schuyl
kill river with Pennsylvania white
oak plank by January 20, to Marine
Keim for $932.50.
Bishop Chosen.

At a congregational meeting of the
Upper Mennonite church, Skippack,
last week, Warren Bean, of Skippack, was chosen Bishop. The
other candidates were Rev. Jesse
Mack, of Yerkes; Rev. Jos. Hunsberger and Rev. Kulp, both of Ches
ter county.
S ch w en kfeld ers W ill Build Another
C hurch.

The trustees of theSchwenkfelder
church are negotiating with Thomas
H. Ger.y, of Palm, for a tract of land,
upon which to erect a new church
building. The. tract is situated
above Palm and has a frontage on
the Goshenhoppen Turnpike.
N e w Postal Card D esgin.

Designs for the new postal cards
to be issued by the Government have
been approved by Postmaster Gen
eral Hitchcock. On the ordinary
card, the head of the late President
McKinley will appear as now but a
much better likeness has been se
lected. On the new small card, in
tended for index purposes and for
social correspondence, a likeness of
President Lincoln will appear. The
two-cent international card will bear
aportraitof General Grant. A novel
and pleasing innovation has been
made {or the double, or reply, postal
card. On the first half will appear
a portrait of George Washington,
while the stamp on the second, or
reply, half will be a likeness of
Martha Washington.

—A Wyomissing plant employing
160 hands makes 50,000 shoes laces
daily, and has a market for them in
almost every country on the globe.
-—Berks county farmers who raise
pigs have to pay 16 cents per 100
pounds for skim milk—just 50 per
Young Girls Are Yietims
cent, more than the usual rate in
of headache, as well as older women, but all
effect a year ago.
get quick relief and prompt cure from Dr.
New Life Pills, the world’s best
—One Reading dealer has sold King’s
remedy for sick any nervous headaches.
during the past month 20 tons of They make pure blood, and strong nerves,
and build up your health. Try them. 25c
turtles that came from the Juniata at
Joseph W. Culbert’s drug store, Collegeriver, at an average of 8 cents a ville,
and at M. T. Hunsicker’s store; Ironpound.
bridge.

C a n a l B ridge to be W id en ed .

f
A big force of carpenters of the
Schuylkill Valley Navigation Com
pany, arrived in Mont Clare Satur
day morning on their boat and un
loaded a quanity of lumber, which
will be used in widening the bridge
over the canal. There is a good bit
of traffic over this in a day and pe
destrians find it very inconvenient
and at times dangerous dodgiBg
teams and automobiles.
Col. Vand erslice S p eaks to Students.

Col. John M. Vanderslice, Esq.,’
of this place and Philadelphia, last
Thursday evening spoke in an in
formal way to the members of the
Historical Political Group of Ur
sinus College on “ City Govern
ment. ” Mr. Vanderslice’s close
contact with Philadelphia politics
for a number of years made it possi
ble for him to give the incipient
lawyers and politicians some valu
able first-hand information concern
ing municipal administration.

G re a t S ale of T urkeys.

M r. P flelg e r M u ch -Im proved .

Six thousand turkeys figured in
the annual auction held at Hatfield,
Thursday. Also, about 4000 chick
ens and ducks were sold, and by
Thanksgiving night about all that
will remain of this aggregation of
10,000 birds will be well-picked
bones. The Hatfield turkey auction
is an annual event, attended by men
who raise poultry, men who buy
poultry and spectators interested
in eating poultry.

The many friends of Andrew
Pfleiger, of Yerkes, and watchman
at the railroad crossing this bor
ough, is much improved since the
operation upon his leg at the Garrickson Hospital, Philadelphia.

M e e tin g o f Educators.

A regular meeting of the Educa
tional Round Table of Montgomery
County was held on Saturday after
noon at the High School building,
Norristown. Among the subjects
discussed was “ How to Make the
County Institute Most Effective.”
Those who took part in the discus
sion wereSuperintendentE. B. Zieg
ler, of Conshohocken; Prof. B. A.
Kline,of North Wales; M. N. Huttle,
of Souderton, and others.
W a rn in g to C ig a re tte S ellers.

A number of West End parents,
Norristown, are collecting evidence
preparatory to making a legal cru
sade against cigar dealers who have
been selling minors cigarettes.
The action was started through
the verdict of the physician
of a nineteen-year-old boy, son of
well known West End people, to the
effect that the disease from which
the boy was suffering was excessive
cigarette smoking.
In M em o ry of D eparted Elks.

To pay tribute to the memory of
their brothers who died during the
past year, Norristown Lodge, No.
714, Benevolent Protective Order of
Elks, will hold memorial exercises
in the Garrick Theatre, on Sunday
afternoon, December 5. The dead
are as follows: State Senator Alger
C o u rt O rders P aym ent o f T eac h ers’
non B. Roberts of Lower Merion;
S a la rie s .
John L. Bnrkert, of Norristown,
• The Court has decreed that the and William Gibbons, .of Norris
School Board of Bridgeport must stop town. J. P. Hale Jenkins Esq., of
its nonsense of tying up necesary Norristown, will deliver the eulogy.
business because the members are
at loggerheads over the action of a
Red Pepper and D isc ip lin e .
portion of the Board in excluding
Annie
McIntyre, a West Pottsthe Bible from the schools. With
grove
teacher,
was before the board
out touching upon the Scripture
question the Court orders that the last’week upon complaint of parents
Board shall pay the teachers their for putting cayenne pepper on the
salaries, due for two months, with tqnguesof children of six and seven
years. She admitted doing it declar
in a week.
ing that she regarded that method
of punishment less severe than
Boy K illed a t R ailro ad Crossing.
whipping. The board accepted the
John, the 16-year-old son of John apology which she made and con
Funk, a pork butcher, was instantly tinued her as a teacher because of
killed at Hatfield station by the her excellent record in other re
Scranton flyer at 11.16 Saturday spects.
morning. The boy was driving
two horses over the Bethlehem N a rro w E scape a t G rade C rossing.
branch of the Reading railway at
Daniel Landis, dealer in farm pro
the time.
The horses were not duce, of Graterford, narrowly es
killed but the wagon, which the caped with his life at the Perki
train struck at the front-wheels, omen railroad crossing at that place
was reduced to kindling wood. last Friday. His team was struck
When picked up the boy was found by a freight train, and the horses
to be dead. Coroner King is inves ran away with the front part of the
tigating the case.
wagon. Mr. Landis, who occupied
the covered market wagon, was
Tro lley C a r S tru ck W ag on .
thrown under the debris of eggs,
• A south-bound trolley car of the butter, etc., and he escaped with
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company several slight scratches and bruises.
struck a dearborn wagon on the This is one of a number of dangerous
Ridge pike at Auer’s road, near crossings on the Perkiomen railroad
Eagleville, Monday afternoon. The that should be protected with safety
wagon was occupied by three resi gates.
dents of Worcester township, near
Large F ru it S h ip m ents.
Fairview, John Fegley, a farmer,
and his son and Conrad Shafer, liv
Twenty-five hundred cars of fruit
ing ndar the Fegleys. Although have been shipped out of the Cum
the trolley road is comparatively berland Valley by the Philadelphia
straight at that point, it was ap & Reading Railway thus far this
parent that the driver of the team season. Mostof the shipments were
was unaware of the approaohing car made from points on the Gettysburg
and endeavored to cross the track and Harrisburg branch, and the
when it was not far distant. The counties making heavy shipments
wagon was struck and hurled some are Cumberland, Adams and Frank
distance and the men were thrown lin. Some portion, however, was
out. Exclusive of a good shaking secured farther south in parts of
up Fegley and his son escaped in Maryland and West Virginia. It is
jury, but Shafer was rendered un claimed that in a few years that
conscious, in which condition he re section will be one of the greatest
mained for a time afterwards. It fruit producing districts in the
was found the latter had received country. The shipments of apples
cuts about the head and hand, but are very heavy, there being as high
not of a serious nature. The wagon as 800 cars of this fruit alone se
was demolished.
cured from points along the Gettys
burg and Harrisburg branch, says
The Harrisburg Patroit.
$100 REWARD. $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a constitu
tional treatment.- Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it falls to cure. Send for list
of testimonials. Address F. J. CHENEY
& CO., Toledo. O. Sold by all druggists,75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Forced Into Exile.
Wm. Upchurch, of Glen Oak, of Okla.,
was an exile from home Mountain air, he
thought, would cure a frightful lung rack
ing eough that had defied all remedies for
two years. After six months he returned,
death dogging his steps. "Then I began to
use Dr King’s New Discovery," be writes,
“and after taking six bottles I am as well
as ever.” It saves thousands yearly from,
desperate lung diseases. Infallible for
Coughs and Colds, it dispels Hoarseness and
Sore Throat, cures Grip, Bronchitis, Hemor
rhages, Atthma, Croup, Whooping Cough.
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Guarananteed by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist,
Collegeville, and at M. T. Hunsicker s
store, Ironbrldge.

Ladies’ Aid Society M ee tin g .

At a very interesting meeting of
the Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity
Reformed church, held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Landes, Mon
day evening, the following program
was’ rendered: Duets by the Homer
children, two vocal solos by Miss
Mabel Vanderslice, duet by Mrs.
C h ris tm a s E xercises a t T rin ity
Ebert
and Mrs. Omwake, and read
C h u rch .
ings
by
Messrs. HerberandKeiner.
It has been decided to hold the
The next meeting will be held at
anneal Christmas exercises at
the home of the Misses Kratz on
Trinity Reformed church, this bor Fifth avenue.
ough, on the Sunday evening pre
vious to Christmas, December 19.
G ran g ers Endorse W o m a n S u ffrag e.
Postal S u rp rise to M rs . C h allen .

Mrs. Challen, who is now in
Oklahoma for her health, was re
cently surprised to receive the
hearty felicitations of a large num
ber of her friends in this -vicinity
through a postal shower. Mrs,
Challen is reported to be improving.
N e p h e w R e m e m b ers Aunts:

Mrs Crom, the mother of S. R.
Crom,of the Spring Mountain House,
along the Perkiomen, has fallen heir
to $15,000, being one-half of an es
tate of a deceased nephew, who died
a few days ago. The story is that
she never knew the nephew, but
some time ago she wrote bins. The
letter was found when be died, ap
parently friendless, and the authori
ties notified her and asked for i nformation for the disposal of the body.
The will was found since’, bequeath
ing his property to his two aunts.
Pries o f M ilk N o t to bo R aised.

In spite of the strenuous effort
made by the organized milkmen of
Royersford and Spring City to raise
the price of the lacteal fluid from 6
to 7 cents a quart, the raise will not
goon. Several times the milkmen
gathered in special meetings and
considered the matter and always
argued that they were entitled to
raisq the price and had virtually
convinced their friends in-the busi
ness that it should be done, fixing
the time at December 1; but they
feared the people, who bad learned
of their intentions, and had already
begun to talk to nearby farmers not
in the “organization’’about running
milk routes in the twin towns.
DEATHS.

Albert Zimmerman, a former resi
dent of Worcester township, Mont
gomery county, died at his home at
Lawrence, Kansas, last Friday, at
the age of 81 years. He leaves twin
sisters, the Misses Emma'and Mary
Zimmerman, who reside near Provi
dence Square.

At the quarterly meeting of Po
mona Grange, held at West Chester
last week, Frank E. Lamborn, of
Unionville, chairman of the Com
mittee on Resolutions, offered the
following, which was adopted by the
votes of 22 men and 89 womea as
against 28 men and 11 women:
“ Whereas, Taxatiou without repre
sentation is tyranny; therefore, jus
tice demands that women be en
franchised, and the Grangers of
Delaware and Chester counties de
mand the enactment of a Sixteenth
amedment to the Federal Constitu
tion, giving the right of suffrage to
women.”
F o o tball.

The annual game between the
Sophomores and Freshmen of Ur
sinus was played Monday afternoon
and resulted -in a decisive victory
for the 12s. The Sophs had six of
the varsity men in their line-up and
used Kerr Thompson at fullback to
advantage. Isenberg also figured
conspicuously in the contest for the
Sophomores. The Freshmen had
only Gay and Slonaker of the first
team and were'up against a stronger
and heavier eleven. They put up a
plucky fight, however, and made
the game fairly interesting.
A great game was played at
Royersford on Saturday, when the
Union Club of Phcenixville tri
umphed over the Royersford eleven
6 to 0. There was a large crowd
present, 1000 of whom came from
Phoenix ville. It was Royersford’s
first defeat in three years.
C o u rt M a tte rs .

In court at Norristown, Monday,
an action was brought by receivers
of the Montgomery County Rapid
Transit Company tq have the Bank
ers’ Corporation Company of Read
ing discharged as trustee under the
mortgage to secure the bonds issued
for financing the Transit Company.
Evidence and argument as to why
the Bankers’ Corporation Company
should be discharged, and evidence
in rebuttal, was heard. The com
mittee of bondholders presented the
names of a majority of the bond
holders of the Transit Company, to
gether with evidence of the pos
session of a majority of the bonds
negotiated for the construction of
its line, petitioning for the dis
charge of the Corporation Company,
as trustee. The decision of the
Court will be handed down in due
time.

Hannah E. Davis died at the resi
dence of Mrs. Emma Casselberry,
1715 Sydenham street, Philadelphia,
early Sunday morning, aged 75
years. She leaves two brothers,
Milton I. Davis of Oaks, Pa., and
Christian D. Davis of St. Joseph,
Mo. The funeral was held on Wed
nesday at 10 a. m. Services in
PERSO NAL.
Lower Providence Baptist church
at 1.30 p. tq. Interment in the
Frank Potts and son, of Reading,
Baptist cemetery; undertaker J. L. were the guests of Mrs. Sheridan,
Sunday.
Bechtel in charge.
Mrs. Seeman visited friends in
Germantown,
Sunday.
S ta te Convention o f W om en
Mrs. L. H. Ingram visited her
S u ffrag ists.
sister, Mrs. E. D. Heebner of Eagle
The sessions of the annual con ville, at the Eye Hospital, Philadel
vention of the Pennsylvania Wo phia, where Mrs. Heebner recently
men Suffrage Association at New underwent a successful operation
for cataract.
town, Bucks county, this week, were
Messrs. Henry Haines and John
largely attended and great interest
Burkert, of York county, were the
was manifested in the various pro
guests of Prof, and Mrs. C. G.
ceedings. On Tuesday the petition Haines, Saturday and Sunday.
to congress asking for an amend
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Kayser were
ment to the' Constitution, which visited on Sunday by a number of
shall enable women to vote, was automobilists from Philadelphia.
outlined. Mrs. Avery declared that
Miss McCarty, of Lower Provi
the forces which approve women dence, spent Saturday and Sunday
suffrage in this country are united with Miss Bean.
in the opinion that the government
Mrs. Barrett spent several days
should be made to feel the strength of this week in Philadelphia.'
of the movement. “ We want a
W. D. Rennicger spent Friday in
million names, at least to the peti Philadelphia.
tion,” she declared. “ We already
A. D. Fetterolf last week made a
have about 600,000. ” Great ap business trip to New York.
plause greeted these remarks, and
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Radcliff, of
Mrs. Avery went to tell bow the Prospectville, spent Sunday with
various women suffrage leagues are Mr. and Mrs. John Radcliff.
Miss May Clamer is entertaining
working and can devise plans for
Miss Estella Brooks, of Philadel
strengthening the petition.
phia.
Gilliam Clamer, of the Ajax Metal
Rills Her Foe of 20 Years.
Works, Philadelphia, visited bis
“The most merciless enemy I had for 20 parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Clamer
years,” declares Mrs. James Duncan, of on Sunday.
of Haynesville, Me., was Dyspepsia. I suf
Misses Mary and Lizzie Kratz en
fered intensely after eatlm> or drinklDg and
could scarcely sleep After many remedies tertained on Sunday Misses Mary
had failed aud several doctors gave me up. I find Ella Kratz, of Lower Provi
tried Electric Bitters, whloh cured me com
pletely. Now I can eat anything. I am 70 dence.
years old and am overjoyed to get my health
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Maurer and
and strength back again.” For’Indigestion,
Loss of Appetite, Kidney Trouble, Lame son Donald, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Back, Female Complaints, it is unequaled. A. T. Allebach, Sunday.
Only 50c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug
Miss Amanda Grubb is visiting
store, Collegeville, and at M. T. Hunsicker’s
in Philadelphia.
store, Ironbrldge.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
Items From Trappe

W a lk e d 3 8 M ile s on H is Seven tieth

supper for the old boys December
4 in the Post room, Phoenixville,
which will be somethingof a ChristJohn
Hoffman,
a
well
known
........
mas treat. Anything “our girls”
Bridgeport resident, was 70 years | get up is always first-class,
old, Friday, and took an up-country
Jf you can’t put your pantaloons
walk of over 38 miles to the grave of on without taking a lean on the bed
his deceased wife. Annually Mr. past or the wall, then you are get
Hoffman visits the scenes of his boy ting old.
hood days in and about Boyertown,
Our eyesight is becoming slightly
just across the county line, where, impaired in our effort to locate
in Hills Church churchyard, lie the Halley’s comet.
remains of his late helpmate. Mr.
That snow storm didn’t ma
Hoffman 'left his home, at an early terialize. Just because we had a
hour, Friday morning. He is not a snow storm this time last year that
very rapid walker, but made fairly is no reason we shouln have one
time this year. However, there
good time, stopping at times to rest this
was every indication of a snow
and renew old time acquaintances, storm, and it would not be so sud
especially as he reached the upper den. The thermometer marks thirtyend of the county where the scenes one, heavy frosts prevail and the
and people are familiar. He entered sun rises with its adornments of
sun dogs and sets tinting the skies
the churchyard as the day was with ominous signs of any kind of
drawingtoa close and, after visiting weather. The same as of old. As
the grave of his wife, sojourned it is dark at both ends of the day
at the home of friends, none the going and coming home from work,
we know little of what is happening
worse for his long tramp.
or going on in our town.
B irthday.

CONDENSED NEWS ITEMS.

A M E R IC A N P H O S P H A T E .

D IIB U C SALE OF

Mr, and Mrs. Harvey Tyson and
The phosphate lands reeenty with
FRESH COWS!
Friday, November 19.
daughter Dorothy, of Norristown
drawn from entry for settlement by
The city hall at Elmira. N. Y., was the national government constitute
visited Mr. Tyson’s parents, Mjr
destroyed by fire, but the records and
an3 Mrs. Charles Tyson, Sunday.
it is said, the greatest known pbos
tax rolls were not injured.
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
The comptroller of the currency Is pbate deposit in the world. These NOVEMBER 29, 1909, a t Perkiomen
The gunpers are having but little
sued a call for a statem ent of the con lands comprise nearly the whole ot Bridge hotel, 25 head of fresh oows and a
luck these days.
close springers direct from Centre
dition of all the national banks at the Unita county in Wyoming, and por few
county. I have selected these cows with
close
of
business
on
Nov.
16.
Elmer VanLoan, of Philadelphia
care to suit my patrons. Come and see
Paul Wesley Collins, four years old tions of Morgan, Rich and Cache them and judge for yourselves. Don’t
visited Harry Mathieu', Sunday.
miss this sale, for the lot is made up of
counties
in
Utah,
and
of
Bear
Lake,
died of hydrophobia on a Big Pour
very superior cows, and every one of them
Keystone Grange No. 2 will hold
train at Indianapolis, Ind., while he Bannock, Bingham and Fremont is
a money maker. Sale at 2 o’clock. Con
was
on
the
way
home
from
Chicago,
J. W. MlTTERLING.
an oyster supper in Masonic Hall
counties in Idaho, making in all ditions by
L.
H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
where he had been for treatment.
on Saturday evening, December 11
about 7,500 square miles of territory
Also, a t the close of the cow sale will
Death due to his profession is the
be sold the following articles: Hay bed,
verdict of the friends of Dr. Francis which is more or less underlain by farm
Saturday evening the five o’clock
cart, hay tedder, cultivator, 2 springB. Sprague, one of the foremost ear phosphate rock. Besides these vast tooth harrows, set light harness, horse
trolley car collided with the
and throat specialists in the country, natural deposits, it is pointed out collar, threshing machine, “pair of double
butcher wagon of Henry Fly,' of
who died at Providence, R. I., of blood that the gases from the smelters at lines.
Gratersford, as the team was coming
poisoning contracted while operating Butte and Anaconda, which are very
ILBLIC SALE OF
on a charity patient.
out of the lane at Isaac Longstreth’s
injurious to vegetation, may be
Saturday, November 20.
made to yield sulphuric acid for the
place. The horse was knocked
Two masked men dynamited the manufacture of superphosphate fer
down but fortunately escaped with
CORN, OATS,
safe in the Bank of Alleman, a t Alle tilizers.
out injury. The wagon was con
HORSES, SHOATS, BREEDING SOWS,
man, la., escaping with $1600 cash.
BALED STRAW, &C.
siderably damaged, but the driver
Charged with eight highway robber L A S T E D .
ies, twice shooting victims and escap
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY
was unhurt.
One second-hand large heater stove.
NOVEMBER 26, 1909, at the Lamb Hotel’
BOX 13, Collegeville, Pa.
ing three times, "Bud” McLaurin was Address
Trappe, 1000 bushels corn, 500 bushels
Flying-board shooting match at
caught at Durham, N. C.
oats. The corn is in the ear and will be
Governor Brown, of Georgia, com
id s w a n t e d .
the Lamb Hotel on Thanksgiving
sold 72 lbs. to the bushel, the oats 32 lbs.
The undersigned is ready to receive to the bushel. 7 tons baled rye straw, 6
There is a shoemaker in Little muted to life imprisonment the. death
Day.
bids for the construction of a double tons baled oats straw, 3000 sheaves cornJottings From Limerick. Italy, and sometimes there is a sentence of Dr. J. M. Elliott, of La house.
For plans and specifications call fodder, all from one of the best farms in
The house and lot in this bor
Grange, who was to have been hanged <?“ t ,
G. GUY MILLER,
the county. Three horses, two
Mr. and Mrs. John Kline, of barber in our town.
at Atlanta for the murder of G. I Lamb Hotel,
Trappe, Pa.
are good workers and one rr—>»
ough belonging to the estate of the
Throw physic to the dogs, but Rivers.
Reading, visited T. D. Kline and
is a good general purpose xx=Jd~
late Eli G. Fry was purchased at family, last week.
horse. 100 Chester White shoats,
Rockefeller has changed that ex
It is stated in New York that the
ANTED.
6
breeding
sows, several seed hogs, 2 run
public sale, last Thursday for $1700
pression to throw money to the earning power of the copper refining
A situation as farm manager or about wagons, 2-borse steel body drop
St.' James’ Lutheran Sunday worms; hook worms, you know.
farmer.
Or,
will
take
well-stocked
farm
by Miss Sue Fry, a daughter of the
and other companies that will entei
wagon, &c. Sale a t 1 o’clock. Condi
on shares and furnish my own help. Sat tions by
school have selected Sunday even
G. GUY MTT.T.F.R
the proposed copper merger is be isfactory
decedent.
reference given.
A
fox
hunt
or
chase
was
listed
for
F.
H. Peterman, auct. H. R. Parker, clerk.
ing, December 26, for their Cbristr Saturday down here in the valley— tween $25,000,000 and $80,000,000
FRANCIS FELL,
200 turkeys from a choice selection
The funeral of Miss Myrtle Daub, mas entertainment, and the Re
“ ■25R. D. 1, Norristown, Pa. ofAlso,
based upon 13-cent copper.
York county birds.
the
first
of
the
season.
Saturday afternoon, was attended formed Sunday school, Christmas
Monday, November 22.
Peter Kroeyer, Denmark’s foremost
Mrs. Brown of Phoeoixyille, Ed.
ok HALE.
by a large gathering of relatives evening, December 25.
eight shoats Apply MY SECOND SALE AT THE BRIDGE.
Johnson’s mother, was buried in and only world renowned painter, died to Three pigs and ---------“-----and friends of the deceased. Rev.
UBLIC MALEOF THREE FULL
A.
ROBINSON,
in
Copenhagen.
Ralph and Ernest Graber spent I the Green Tree cemetery on Friday,
Cornish farm,
CARLOADS OF
W. O. Fegely officiated at the Lu
Upper Providence
Pittsburg announces that Republic
several days recently with their She was the mother of Parks Brown.
tberan church and cemetery. The
Steel
company
puddlers’
wages
will
FRESH COWS!
brother Homer, who is a student at
Headstones have been secured go back to $5.50 a ton.
o k sa l e .
floral tributes were beautiful. The State --.College.
from the Quartermaster General,
2000
sheaves
good
cornfodder.
Ap
LOT
OF
SHOATS 1 FEEDING BULLS I
gunning near Llneolnton, N. ply to
pallbearers were: Ralph Walt, Fred
JONAS CASSEL,
Washington, D. C., to be placed at G.,While
Wood Rogers, aged eighteen years, Hade Farm.
(11-18)
Trappe,
Pa.
William
I.
Kline
spent
Saturday
Walt, Lawrence Walt, and fcharles
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“
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“
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY,
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AT THE JUNCTION.
The Situation That Grew Out of
a Long Wait.
By DONALD ALLEN.
(Copyrighted, 1909, by Associated Literary
Press.]

Miss Carrie Mayberry bad made a
Journey o f seventy miles up the state
to pay a month’s visit to her aunt. She
bad bad to change cars at a Junction
en route, but the conductor had been
so courteous and there bad been so
many passengers changing with her
that she had not minded the ten min
ute waft. In returning after her visit
was up things were different^ The con
ductor was a crossgrained old chap
who had no good looking daughter of
his own, and then the only other pas
senger to get off and take the G. and
B. road was a young man, who pro
ceeded to saunter up and down the
platform without giving Miss Carrie a
second look.
As if these three or four things were
not bad enough, she learned that the
train she had to wait for was three
hours behind time. She did not learn
this from the young man—oh, no! He
found out for himself and then kept
the Information to himself, though be
must have known what a hurry she
was in to get back home and see pa
and ma. He ju st didn’t care whether
she got home that day or the week
after.
Miss Carrie learned about the late
ness of the train from the red headed
depot agent. It was a country Junc
tion. The depot and his house were
the only two buildings there. The only
landscape for three miles around was
made up of a spotted cow, a swamp,
a haystack and a water tank. It took
the red headed man just one hour to
get ready to come out on the platform
and say:
“Tour train was three hours late an
hour ago; now it’s only two hours.’’
“What—my train late!’’ was the ex
clamation. “Why didn’t you tell me so
when I got off?”
“No good. Tou’d have had to stay
Just the same.”
The young man saw her look of cha
grin, disappointment and anger from
the flour barrel on which he was sit
ting, (rat did not come forward and
take the red headed roan by the neck

HE GUESSED IT WAS GOING TO BAIN.

or speak words of consolation to her.
She looked at him and' mentally called
him names—real hard names.
The agent had a home, a wife and two
children. The borne was quite near,
and the right thing would have been
to invite Miss Carrie to tarry there.
He didn't do the right thing. He didn't
care whether she walked the platform
or roosted on the haystack.
And th at young man—a nice speci
men he was! Of course Miss Carrie
had made up her mind when she first
got off that if he tried to scrape ac
quaintance she would promptly freeze
him out, bu' that was on the under
standing that the G. and S. train was
on time. Now it was hours late, and
th at made all the difference in the
world. He ought to know that it did.
Just after the red beaded man had
told Miss Carrie that she still had two
hours to wait she looked at her watch
and found that it had stopped. There
was no clock in the depot. The young
man had a watch, which he frequently
consulted in a somewhat ostentatious
way, but would the girl humble her
self to ask him what time it was?
Never in this world! There were some
yellow flowers growing alongside the
tracks twenty rods away, and he could
have jumped down and culled her a
bouquet.
The two hours were about up when
the red headed man went out to Miss
Carrie to say:
“Your train is another two hours
late, making flve hours in all. Mebbe
it will be six, but I’ll say flve to you.”
“And 1—I’ve got to wait two or three
hours more!" she almost screeched.
“Unless you want to walk.”
The young man was at the far end
of the platform inspecting a patent
washing machine that had arrived by
freight, and yet he must have heard
the message and known her feelings.
If not, why did he grin? For a min
ute Miss Carrie looked around for
dynamite to blow him off the face of
the earth,' but then it began to rain,
and she had to seek shelter. The
young man also sought shelter.
The sitting room was about twslvs
feet square. It contained a rusty stove
land a single bench. Its windows had
n o t been washed since the surrender

of Lord Cornwallis, and the only pic
ture on the walls was rbat of a young
lady with long hair and holding in
her hand a bottle of the stuff that did
the trick. Miss Carrie took one end
of the bench and the young man tho
other. For twenty minutes she gazed
at her toes and he at his. Then they
gazed at the rusty stove. Then they
raised their eyes as high as the long
haired girl and kept them there a long
time. She could have grown another
foot of hair while they looked.
Then the red headed man came in
and said he guessed it was going to
rain and went out again. As it bad
been pouring for. half an hour his ob
servation struck home. The young
man wished to himself that he had
such a father-in-law. and Miss Carrie
wished to herself that he would come
to the Boston weather bureau and run
the weather for awhile.
Then the young man consulted his
watch. The girl wished it would stop
with a bang, and she walked over to
one of the windows to see if the cow
still stood out on the marsh. He walk
ed over to the other to see if the hay
stack still stood upright or had a Pisa
tower lean to it. Silence for twenty
minutes. The two could almost hear
more rust gathering on the stove.
Then, all of a sudden. Miss Carrie gave
way. She had been wanting to crv
about something for three weeks pasf.
The something had come. There were
tears and sobs.
“W hat’s—what’s the matter?” asked
the young man.
“You are!” she answered fiercely.
“How am I—I”—
“You know. Here I’ve been for a
whole week, and you haven’t—haven’t
even spoken to me! No, you haven’t,
and I’m ready to tell you what 1 think
of you !’*
“But, you know—you know”— he fal
tered.
“Of course I know! Was it my busi
ness to come up and speak to you
first? You knew 1 was Impatient.
You knew 1 was lonesome. You knew
I had nowhere to go. And—and you
ju st walked and walked and walked,
and you wouldn’t even look at me.
Where are your manners, sir? Are
you a stick of wood or a young man?”
“But 1 flirted with a girl once, and
she froze me.” lamely protested the
young man.
“But am l that girl? Are all girls
alike? Did that girl have to wait flve
or six weeks at an old junction? 1—1
don’t want to flirt. I want to ta lk ju st talk. X want to know when that
old train is coming, when it’s going to
stop raining, what time it is, if the
curl has come out of my hair in this
dampness and lots and lots more.
Why. if you hadn’t been a chump—1
mean if you had been a talker—we
might have had a real long visit, and
I could have told you all about my
Aunt Sarah.”
It wasn’t tOo late to make amends.
The young man hitched nearer and
began to talk, and half an hour later,
when the red beaded man came in to
say that the train had concluded to be
two additional hours late, the couple
gave him no attention, and be went to
the house and said to his wife:
“Well, they’ve took to each other at
last, and 1 just beard him ask her if
she would correspond. If it ain’t a
marriage within a year, then I’ll dye
my hair and grow chin whiskers.”

PASSENGER ELEVATORS.
Their

Invention Made the Modern
Skyscraper Possible.
It is certain that the earliest and the
most indispensable of the factors which
have enabled the construction of the
mighty skyscrapers of today was the
passenger elevator and that this was
brought into use during the sixties of
the last century, its first appearance
in New York being in the Fifth Ave
nue hotel. It was a t about the same
time introduced into the Astor House,
then already a generation old. So ob
vious was the utility of this device
that the wonder again is that it had
not been brought into practice long be
fore. Hoists are, of course, as old as
the Dutch warehouses, of which the
picturesqueness is enhanced by the
projecting cranes that worked the
hoists, doubtless as old as Archimedes.
But hotels, even when the Fifth Ave
nue was built, were conditioned in al
titude, as were all other buildings not
exclusively monumental, by the pow
ers of ascension of the unassisted hu
man leg. Five stories was the max
imum for commercial buildings, except
that an attical sixth might be added
for the discommodation of the janitor,
whose name was Hobson and who had
to go where he was sent, which, nat
urally. was where no “paying guest”
could be induced to go. He and his
may have taken their outlook on life
from slits or bullseyes jtlst under the
roof. In the cases of hotels the sixth
story was assigned to servants and
storerooms. Tenants or inmates could
not be induced to climb more than
four flights of stairs and grumbled
grievously in the case of inmates of
hotels and accused the hotel clerk of
perfidy when they had to climb so
many. A device which would make
all the floors, even of a flve story hotel,
equally accessible, and so equally de
sirable, was a device very sure of im
mediate adoption, so sure that the only
wonder was that the supply of It
should have so lagged behind the de
mand. The beginnings of the eleva
tors were, it is quite true, the begin
nings also of what in their earlier
stages were known as the “elevator
buildings.”—Scribner’s Magazine.

EXHILARATING SPORT.
Dog Driving Over the Ice and Snow of
Labrador.
Winter driving with a team of a
dozen dogs is declared by Dr. Grenfell
of Labrador to be the most fascinating
sport ever enjoyed by man. His de
scription of it as quoted by James
Johnstone in his book, “Grenfell of
Labrador,” is as follows:
Although there is no harder work
when driving over a rough country,
yet the bracing cold, the exhilarating
brightness of the reflected light from
the snow, the difficulty of getting bad
ly hurt, .however sharply one shoots a
mountain side or even tumbles over a
cliff, the absence of damp or moisture,
the fact that one can travel anywhere
in soft, light moccasins and in such
clothing as is most conducive to agil
ity, without any reference to conven
tionality, all help to vanquish any re
alization of labor on a long trip.
There is infinite scope for skill in
choosing, tending and training your
dogs, also for both pluck and physical
strength in driving, and all the craft of
the woodsman Is called for in crossing
miles of virgin country, where at any
time any wrong turn will surely mean
a night in the open and perhaps a
temperature of 40 degrees of frost.
Dog driving also teaches one what
boxing is said to teach, self control,
for of all the trials of temper one can
b e . called on to endure the worst is.
given a glorious day for traveling and
when one is in a hurry, to have one’s
dogs run wild, listening to nothing,
not watching anything, but tangling
with every stump and tree and biting
at everything th at comes in the way.
As one man told me when I asked
him what kind of a team he had: “I’s
had to give ’em up. sir. though I loved
they well enough. Good dogs be that
wild it is too hard for to be a-handlin’
of ’em and be a Christian, too, sir.”

Reached the Limit.
An old sailor noticed something sus
picious about a sack of meal that was
being swung by a crane a t Port Nollotb on to his bip. The sailor told the
captain there seemed to be something
moving in that particular sack, and
the captain said:
“Aha, a stowaway, I guess! Keep
it till the last. Then sling it to the
yard and let it hang there.”
The sailor kept the sack till the last.
Then he swung it up over the hold,
and as the winchman was going to
lower it he shouted:
“No, no! Don’t lower down! Let
her hang!”
And there the sack hung in midair.
The ship put out t o . sea. The sack
swung this way and th at with the
rolling of the Waves. Now it spun like
a top. Now it bumped against the
mast. And for nearly three hours
Very Controversial.
this swaying and banging, this bump
They were very controversial in
ing and spinning, went on, but never
those days.
a sound came from the sack.
First.—Bowles wrote a book about
Finally the captain winked and
Pope.
shouted:
Second.—Campbell abused Bowles"
“That sack’s damp. Drop it over
book
on Pope.
board.”
Third.—Bowles replied to Campbell’s
There was a muffled aerial shriek,
and the sailor lowered the 'sack with abuse of Bowles on Pope.
Fourth.—Byron wrote an answer to
a great splash into the sea; then be
Bowles’
answer to Campbell’s abuse of
hauled it up again at once.
“Lemme out! Lemme out!” splut Bowles’ book on Pope.
Fifth.—John Bull wrote a letter to
tered a terrified voice, and the sack
was opened, and out rolled a gigantic Byron about Byron’s answer to Bowles’
Kaffir, his superb endurance at last answer to Campbell’s abuse of Bowles’
book on Pope.
broken^—Pittsburg Bulletin.
Sixth.—Dr. Garnet has a theory of
the authorship of John Bull’s letter to
Liberty Versus Greens.
A colored man from Georgia had Byron about Byron’s comments on
lived in Washington but a few days Bowles’ answer to—it is like “The
when he was arrested for some slight House That Jack Built!”—Andre w
violation of the city ordinances. Upon Lang.
hearing that the negro was in jail the
Bare Poles.
secretary of the colored Y. M. C. A.
Purser—Don’t go on deck, madam.
secured the services of a minister to
go with him and sign the prisoner’s I t is stormy, and we are running her
bail bond. Theyreached the jail short with bare poles.
Aunt Polly—Well, I suppose th a t
ly before noon and.told the negro the
object of their visit. In response to coming from such a cold country as
Poland, they can stand running roundthe proffered kindness he said:
“Misfah Johnsing. 1 sj>o is glad you naked, but I think it’s downright
all is gwine tah git me out, but 1 scandalous to let ’em.—London Tele
wants you all to fix it so I can’t git graph.
out tell late dis ebenin’.”
Brainless.
Of course the two Samaritans were
Nell—Mr. Saphedde has more money
somewhat taken aback by the unusual
request. But a moment later they lost than brains. Belle—Why, I never knew
their breath when in answer to the he had much money. Nell—He hasn't.
Secretary’s question the Georgia negro —Philadelphia Record.
replied in a whisper:
Lucicy Mamma Didn't Hear.
“Well. sah. dey’s a-gittin’ dinnah
“Papa, what is a masked battery?”
ready, an’ dey’s cookin’ greens, an’ I
“A shrewish tongue concealed by a
|sho would like to git some o’ dem
;greens befo I leabes dis place!”—Lip- pair of pretty Ups, my boy.”—Boston
TranscriDt.

Horristown Trust Co.

Washington’s High Priced Shad.
Washington’s steward was a man
named Fraunces, who liked good liv
DeKUb and Main Sts*
ing and with whom Washington con
tinually quarreled about the market
NORRISTOWN.
ing. One time he bought a shad in
February, and as Washington saw it
coming into the dining room he. was -NEVER FORGETS
NEVER PUTS OFF
charmed and asked what fish it was*
“It is a shad.” replied the steward, NEVER has an ENGAGEMENT
“a very fine shad. It was the only NEVER
TAKES A VACATION
one in the market, and I bought it for
NEVER DIES, AND ALWAYS
you.”
“But what did you pay for it?” said READY FOR BUSINESS.
Washington sternly.
“It is a very fine shad.”, continued
300,000
the steward, “and it is cooked to a
turn.”
“But I want to know the price—the
price!”
“It cost $3.” stammered out Fraunces.
“Take it away,” said Washington as CERTAINLY A GOOD PLACE TO
he raised bis hand: “take it away. It
TRANSACT YOUR BANKING
shall never be said that 1 set such an
BUSINESS.
example of luxury and extravagance."
And with that he drove the steward
out of the room, and the shad was
eaten in tbe servants' kitchen.

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks
The same water is used over
and over again to operate

Hot Water and
Steam Systems

Capital paid in
$
Surplus
3 5 0 ,0 0 0
Assets under its control 4 ,6 0 0 , o o o

She Liked Silk Hosiery.
Susan B. Anthony was a woman of
simple taste in dress, but her close
friends knew of one pretty feminine
vanity that she always held to. She
had a weakness for silk stockings. Be
ing pressed on one occasion for an ex
planation of what most women at one
time regarded as an unnecessary ex
travagance, she laughingly exclaimed:
“Oh. I just love ’em! They are an in
spiration. If I have my silk stockings
on when I rise to make an address I
feel just as if I am walking among
the clouds. They help me to soar
away on flights Qf. eloquence.
I
wouldn’t be without tnetn.”
Just the Thing.
The poet took his silver mounted
pistol from the bureau drawer.
“W hat are you going to do with
that?” asked his timid wife.
“I ’m going to use it to drive the wolf
from the door.” be answered.
Ten minutes later the pawnbroker
had advanced $2 on iL—Chicago News

Only a few gallons need to
be added during a season.
Automatically
operated,
-safe
and
very
durable.

S E E D S .

Clover,
Timothy,
Lawn Grass,
Garden and Flower Seeds

GardenTools
OF ALL KINDS.

Poultry and Fence Wire.

TheI.H.BenjammCo.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
PAINTS, TOOLS, AND

ONE OF THE VERY
BEST BOILERS ON
THE MARKET.

The undersigned will furnish and erect
IDEAL BOILERS and guarantee satis
faction. Will also furnish and erect tbe
FREED BOILERS — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of CollegevlHe. ‘Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

J . 'H. B O L T O N ,
44.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

MILL SUPPLIES.
Headed Him Off.
H
He—You know. Clara, about the dia
mond engagement ring I want to give
you. diamonds have gone up so— She
ft
PHflGNIXVILLE, FA.
—Oh, you dear boy! How sweet of
you to want t 6 make sacrifices to Both ’Phones. J. P. STETLER, Manager.
prove your love.—Baltimore American.
§

N o . 2 0 5 Bridge St.,

Lost Opportunity.
Wifey—I remember the night you
proposed to me—1 bent my bead and
said nothing. Hub (comfortingly i—1
know it worries you, dear; but never
mind—you’ve made u p ,for it since.—
Exchange.

# » • HEADQUARTERS
—F O R -

i
i

II YOD WILL
HAKE NO
I
I
ft

F a l l and. ^ W in ter i
G O O D S !
As usual our stock of fall and winter
goods comprises an attractive variety of
dependable qualities a t reasonable prices.
0
Full assortment’of
OUTING and other FLANNELS,
and FLANNELETTES, BED
BLANKETS and COMFORTS.
UNDERWEAR for men, women and
children. Sweater Coats.
HORSE BLANKETS AND ROBES,
from 75 cents to $12.
OIL CLOTHS AND LINOLEUMS.
SHOES for everybody; light and heavy
wear for men and boys, and shoes for the
ladies in variety.
GUNS AND AMMUNITION for sports
men and other sporting goods.

POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
Manufacturer and Dealer in All
Kinds of AMERICAN and
FOREIGN

to date in varied assortments and quali
ties. Everything needed in the culinary
line at your service a t the right prices.
The favors of our patrons always appreci
ated.

E. Gr. Brownback’s Store,
TRAPPE, PA.

i
Ii

f t In making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of f t
f t experience
enables the proprietor
i to know just what to buy, how f t
I to buy, and how to sell the thou f t
f t sand and more articles kept in f t
stock in a thoroughly equipped
ft
general store.
ft
m
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
m IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED f t
i GOODS, or in any department of f t
# the big store on the corner you f t
find what you want at the f t
i i will
right price.
ft
Ready-made Pantaloons and f t
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed's
f t Boots and Shoes are among the
ft
f t specialties.
f Crockery and Glassware, Paints, f t
ft
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
ft
ft
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
ft
variety.
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

§

§

I

8

m

IW. P. EMTOJT,’

OUR GROCERY DEPARTMENT is up f t

HORACE STORB

MISTAKE

I
I

ft

1
1

1

II
i5

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

if t
ft

T H E OLD S T A N D
Established • - 1875.

FRANK W . SHALKOP,
Also Old Granite Work Cleaned

(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

to Look Like New.

Undertaker ** Embalmer

Choice Bread

TRAPPE, PA.

AND

Special attention given to cleaning
Granite Monuments, Tablets, Copings ana
all kinds of cemetery work no matter of
how long standing or how badly discol
ored. Will guarantee to restore them to
their original brightness without injuring
the Granite.

Cakes
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 28ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
an undertaker of many years' experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
Dead A nimals Removed
serve them.
W W ill meet trains at all Stations, Or
FREE OF CHARGE.
ders received by telephone or telegraph. -85
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
for Dead Cows.
Sales advertised in tbe I n d e  $1.00
’Phone—Bell, 11-L.

MeCALL PATTERNS
Celebrated for style, perfect fit, simplicity and
reliability nearly 40 years. Sold in nearly
every city and town in the United States ana
Canada, or by mail direct. More sold than
any other make. Send for free catalogue.
McCALL’S MAGAZINE
~More subscribers than any other fashion
magazine—million a month. Invaluable.^ Lat
est styles, patterns, dressmaking, millinery, p e n d e n t are sure to attract the
plain sewing, fancy needlework,hairdressing,
etiquette, good stories, etc. Only 50 cents a presence of bidders and buyers.
year (worth double), including a free pattern.
Subscribe today, or send for sample copy. You can let all tbe people know
WONDERFUL INDUCEMENTS
4to Agents. Postal brings premium catalogue wbat you have to sell by adver
Wand new cash prize offers. Address
THE McCAIL CO., 238 to 248 W. 37th St.. NEW YORK

tising.

Geo. W . Schweiker,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, FA.

G

ET YOUR Posters Printed a*
Use Independent Offlee.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.

Collegeville Grist Mills.

5

this district and he wouldn’t help an
THE MARIENBAD WORLD.
old feller like me nohow.”
“Maybe not,” said Crissy. “but I
We have installed another new 30 H. P. water .wheel, and with this additional power
we propose to do our custom work at very short notice. We are also equipped now with a
know a brilliant young congressman Taking the Cure at the Salt Springs
of Bohemia.
powerful Cider Press. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who, will give us a
who is very influential, and he would
trial this coming apple season.
O F
When you are at Marienbad the first
Crissy’s Appeal and the Explana i do anything I asked him to do. I’ll sound
you hear is tap, tap, tap, at your
write him now and tell him all about
Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.
bedroom door.
tion That Came Afterward.
I you.” ,
v *
“H alf past 5! Time to get up!”
j Dumont had been watching the old
We (jay high-grade feed because we do not see wbat is known as the second-grades of
“AH right!" you growl in reply, rail-'
Bran, Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. Our customers, who Include some
man’s
hope
illumined
face
while
she
By BELLE MAN IATES.
of the best experienced dairymen, farmers and poultry dealers of the this county, are of the
i spoke. He came up to her resolutely ing while you slowly get out of bed
(Copyright, 1909, by Associated Literary
opinion that the BEST IS THE CHEAPEST. Consequently we are governed by their
against the absurd tyrariny of medic
| and said in a low tone:
Press.]
opinion
Oar Stock Includes t
“Crissy, don’t raise false hopes. He inal ^waters that insist on being taken
“Well, Crissy, what can I do for
MAIZELINE,
VICTOR FEED,
stand much more disappoint- so early In the day.
WINTER WHEAT BRAN,
CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
To Fit All Heads you?" asked the judge of his fair Ij can’t
Sallying forth, you find the Marien
ment.”
“
“ MIDDLINGS, COTTON SEED MEAL,
young daughter as she stood in the
Crissy stared at him coldly; then she bad world already astir. Water drink
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER'S GRAINS FOR CHICKS,
doorway of his outer office.
S0CRENE,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
ers are converging from all sides to
I addressed Mr. Barney:
SHUMACHER’S STOCK FEED,
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
at the Right
“You know.” said Crissy gravely, “1
“Tell me all about your ease, and I the spring. Each one on arrival pro
HEN-E-TA BONE GRITS.
vides himself with a glass ^nd goes
filed an application with yon several j will write at once.”
FLOUR—Topton’s Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
weeks ago for an increase in my dis | The old man delightedly plunged into forward to receive his daily dose. You
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Prioes.
bursement fund. 1 called to see what | an inexhaustible account of rbMttles, join the waiting file. Soon It is your
Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must give ABS.OLUTE SATIS
j marches, hospitals, prisons and so turn, and the attendant maiden for a
you have done with my claim.”
FACTION. Our aim is to please our customers.
The judge’s eyes twinkled. He look | forth. Meanwhile Crissy’s pen was modest coin fills you a bumper You
take it aside and eye it keenly, hold
j scratching wildly over the pape.:,
F. J. CLAMER, Proprietor.
Headquarters for the ed a t his watch.
ing it to the light. Then, surreptitious
"I am so sorry, but 1 have a press j “See If this will do?” she asked.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager
My Dear George—You once said th at ly sniffing, you taste it cautiously. The
engagement. I’ll turn your case
very latest styles in head ing
there was nothing in the world that you flavor, it appears, is not unpleasant.
over to Charles,” glancing at an ad ji would
refuse to do for me. 1 w ant some- You are reassured, and, assuming a
joining desk.
| thing very much now, and I know, that
wear for Men and Boys. The brown, manly face flushed boy you will do it for me because 1 ask you resigned air. you drain the glass.
Elated by this proof of your courage,
| to. There is an old soldier in our city
ishly as he met the dancing eyes.
| for whom fath er’s firm has been trying you walk out. The band is playing,
“I
refuse
to
be
turned
over,”
said
to get a pension, and after all their red
Bought in large quanti Crissy flippantly. v “1 applied to you. |j tape
One of Our MODERN
they have failed through some tech- the promenade crowded. Here you
may see the crowned heads, million
i
nicality.
His name is Leartus F. Barney,
and I shall aw ait your pleasure—at
BATH-ROOM OUTFITS
j and he served in Company A. Twenty- aires. great singers and all the other
ties at the lowest figures, your desk—until you return.”
! fifth Illinois, as private, corporal and ser“Very well,” replied the judge. “1 | geant. He served a full term and re- celebrities who frequent Marienbad.
Consisting of a 5 ft. Porcelain Lined Tub, a one
There is a peculiarity of tbe place
leave
you
in
possession.”
was wounded a t Fair Oaks and
the prices are always When he had left the room the two ■j enlisted,
was afterw ard taken prisoner. Will you that will quickly strike you—the stout
piece Enameled Washstand, and Water Close
his pension through by special act? ness of many of the visitors. As t lie
remaining Inmates were conscious of j| Igetremember
th a t you did this for a sol
the silence. The girl cast surreptitious dier last administration. Do you remem- Baron von Seidsplitz. himself a man
with Golden Oak-Seat, Lid and Tank. All fittec right to our patrons.
side glances toward the young attor j her telling me about it one winter’s night? of girth, remarked to ,an English
Get it as quickly as you can and I win friend. "There are many thick people
with Nickel-plated Supply and W aste Pipes
ney, but he kept doggedly at work.
believe everything you said to n<. As in Marienbad."
The first day that Charles Dumont ' ever,
your devoted
CRIBSY.
complete.
Hunger by this tinu: probably pos
had entered the law firm as .junior I “That will fetch it,” said the old twin
sesses you. for it is 8 o’clock, but do
partner
he
had
seen
a
wonderful
vision
! gleefully.
I Guarantee these Fixtures first-class in every
—a very lovely face, with eyes of heav j “Now I will address it, ’Hon. George not expect a hearty breakfast. Crisp
en’s own blue—hovering near the I I. Quackenbusb, M. C.. Washington, rolls or toast and fragrant coffee will
detail and they w ill be shipped subject to the ap
judge’s desk. He was conscious, with D. C.’ Now we will go together aud be enough, served in the open air. T»
a favored few an egg or a small plata
proval of the purchaser before payment is required
a rush of blood to his face, that bis mail it.”
of cold meat is permitted.
heart was no longer his own. Crissy
-I3STLater, when the judge came back.
Curious morning tasks are prescribed
F. CLAMER,
was too much of a coquette not to see Dumont asked him if he could be put
the effect she produced, and thereafter on the Gridley case and make t he for some of the patients- Mr. X., for
I-I2 .
COLLEGEVILLE. PA,
instance, is ordered a piping hot mud
she proceeded to make life miserable I western trip.
bath, while Mr. Z. follows the “terrain”
for him.
“Indeed, you may, Dumont,” replied
One day she was gracious and charm i the judge. “We will all be too glad to cure. This consists in walking an in
creased distance each day. so as grad
ing to him; the next she scarcely ’ j shift the case off our hands to you.”
ually to strengthen the organs of which
deigned him a glance. He stood the
Crissy looked crestfallen and dlsaptreatm ent heroically for awhile; then ■ pointed when her father told her the the functions are impaired. Most peo
For Fall and
he rebelled. Quietly and manfully he next day that Dumont bad gone west ple. however, spend their time in read
Repairing o f all binds will be
ing, writing or lounging.
told her of his love and demanded her and would be gone for a month.
done at reasonable prices.
The welcome call to dinner draws
hand and heart.
"He might at least have said good- all together about 1 o’clock. Again
But
Crissy’s
young
heart
was
not
Rubber-Tiring a specialty.
Winter Wear
by,” she thought.
*
the fare is simple, the motto being.
yet ripe for love, and she said him nay
Her buoyancy vanished day by day. "Nothing very sour, nothing very
merrily. Then he accused her of being ; and
she
grew
pensive
and
pathetic.
Have now on band for sale: 2 runabout
a flirt. She resented the accusation. | “I’ll never trifle again,” she thought sweet, nothing very salt, nothing very
wagons, in good order.
From Pure Worsteds in
fat.” Even the restaurants are not
1 single phaeton, just remodeled.
{ sadly.
.1 2-seated surrey, cheap.
In a month’s time Dumont returned allowed to provide dishes harmful to
1 spring wagon, no-top.
and reported his success in the Gridley the "cure.” So you make yourself
new shades and styles
content with fish, roast meat or chick
case.
Residence and Shop, Cross Key, Corner of
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
“How is Miss Marsh?” he asked en. green vegetables and stewed fruit,
that w ill wear well and
: stiffly after they had discussed the and. as for drink, water, diluted claret
R. H. GRATER,
or Pilsener beer must suffice. Woe
i case.
HOLD ON THERE!
P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa
to
him whose choice strays to made
I “Crissy hasn’t been very well lately,
Keystone ’Phone.
give satisfaction.
j but she’s positively happy today, near- dishes, pastry, cheese or spirits, for
Be careful not to place your orders for
! ly as happy as old Barney. He's got these he must abjure as long as be
. Building or other Lumber until we have had
i his pensioq. $12 per month, and a good stays at Marienbad.
Collegeville Livery and Come and inspect our
To rest awhile without taking “for
i chance to estimate on your wants. We
i bit of back pension. It came through
ty winks” is the patient’s next prob
!
special
a
c
t
I
t
seems
Crissy
wrote
to
Boarding
Stable
are certain to give you entire satisfaction
stock.
! a friend of hers who is a congress lem, and when he has worked through
it he will probably stroll along to a
man.”
! u to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
“Yes; I know she did.” he replied, concert or make an excursion among
with a bitter recollection o f’the day it the delightful pine clad bills that in
close the Marienbad valley.
was written.
When evening approaches the gar
“George Quackenbush married Cris
Come and see us.
sy’s most intimate friend,” informed dens and promenade fill with people.
They sit about at small tables ami
the judge.
“He is married!” exclaimed Dumont sip their coffee while listening to the
221 High Street,
band.
*
joyfully.
-Your last meal is a light supper at
“Yes,” replied the judge; “he wouldn’t
POTTSTOWN. PA.
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
have been if it hadn’t been for Crissy. 7 o’clock, and by 9 you should be in
Railroad
House,
Collegeville,
Pa.
She patched up a lovers' quarrel be bed.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
The normal length of the “cure” is
tween him and the girl he married,
First-class teams at reasonable prioes
and in the joy of reconciliation he of four weeks. It is^said. however, that
Moving and hauling of all kinds done, as
fered to do anything she ever asked Americans, with characteristic ener r.v,
I will have the teams to do the work.
him. By the way. hadn't you better go have been known to compress it into
HORSES FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE
buy FURNITURE and H O U S E and see Crissy?”
something like half that time.—Phila
Give me a call.
FURNISHING GOODS you want
delphia Ledger.
But
the
young
man
had
already
“BLESS TOUR KIND HEART!" SAID THE OLD
ELMER E. ESPENSHIP, Proprietor
started toward the door.
the style and qualities you are look
MAN DELIGHTEDLY.
Can’t Be Cut Off With a Shilling.
ing for and full value for your
They had pot been on speaking terms
French parents (or, at all events,
Something
Struck
Him.
money.
Kindly
remember
that
—AND—
for two days, and Crissy found the I A motor was tearing along a country those with more than 2 shillings to
silence almost embarrassing.
road the other day when a policeman dispose of by will) are precluded from
Presently the door opened and an suddenly loomed into view near some the gratification of cutting a mutinous
Q -ranite
o r k s . W hen in N orristow n, Pa..
old man far beyond (he threescore and crossways and held up his hand. The child off with a shilling. A reserve is
ten limit entered. His cheeks were j driver, feeling himself guilty of ex- established by law which no testator
STOP AT THE
round and rosy, and his eyes twinkled j feeding the lim it slowed up. with a can bequeath away from his offspring.
good
humoredly.
I grunt of vexation, while visions of po- A Frenchman with one child can dis
H. B. BRANDT, - Proprietor.
“So the jedge ain’t In.” he said re | Uce court proceedings and "40 shillings pose of half his property according to
IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE, gretfully.
his pleasure; the other half must iuI find costs” flashed upon him.
“Mr. Barney,” began the young man.
QUALITY and VALUE; where
“W hat is it?” said he irritably as the evitably pass to the child. Those with
(Opposite Court House).
“your
ease”—
you can save the expense of trips to
Walnut Street and Seventh
1 machine throbbed slowly past the po two children can dispose of only offeCrissy saw a way now to make him liceman.
third of their property, those with I Uree
larger towns or the elty and fre speak to her.
---- oOo---children of one-fourth, and so. on ac
“Well,
sir.
I
must”—
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
quently some cash besides in paying
“1 am filling the judge’s place this
cording to the size of the family.
!-*5T“ First-class Accommodations for Han
“Look
here,
constable,"
interrupted
for your purchases. It .is always a morning, Mr. Barney,” she said sweet
j the motorist. “Pick this up and keeo Stern parents occasionally s e e k ' to
and Beast.
pleasure to show goods. Our stock ly. “Is there anything 1 cau do for i your mouth shut.” And a half sover- evade the law by subterfuge, but the
you?”
flfiST-CLASSWORK. LOW PRICES. Stabling for 1Q0 horses. Rates reasonable.
disposal of property in France is
| eign clinked upon the road.
inoludes various styles of Furniture,
The young man reddened angrily.
hedged round with so many restric
The
policeman
quickly
stooped
his
Carpets,
Mattings,
Oil
Cloths,
and
but the old man came forward, smil
Both English and German spoken.
! blue official back, and in a twinkliug tions that family black sheep are rare
Linoleums.
ing.
ly mulcted of their legal inheritance.—
-----oOo—
"Be’nt you the jedge’s daughter? | the motor bad bounded on, tbe driver London Mail.
CARPETS CLEANED and REJ
ebuckling
with
glee
at
having
escaped
You look just like him.”
j the law.
LAID. REPAIRING and UP
“Thank you. Mr. Barney. Yes. I am
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
Not the Same.
Some twenty minutes later that same
HOLSTERING ATTENDED TO.
his daughter, if you will state your
The new minister was making a duty
j
motorist
was
heard
to
murmur
on
recase 1 will lay it before my father.”
call at the home of one of his flock,
WWW1
“Well, you see, your pa has been try I covering consciousness. "1 wonder if and. taking a . little six-year-old tniss
that
policeman
simply
wanted
to
warn
ing to get me a pension for quite a
upon his knee, he said, “Now, my dear,
spell, and some way it don’t seem to I me that a tree-had fallen across the you want to be a Christian, like mam
!
road.”—
London
Scraps.
60 YEARS’
get through, and I'm getting on. If it
ma. don’t you?”
EXPERIENCE
don’t come pretty soon 1 won't be here
“No. sir.” was the unexpected reply.
Japanese Mushroom Growing.
to enjoy it.”
“I would rather sing In the choir.”—
Tbe
Japanese
have
an
interesting
"Of course you want it now. I’ll
Chicago News.
I method .of growing a kind of mushmake father push it right through.”
“Bless -your kind heart!” said the i room known as the wood mushroom,
Indulgent.
I Agaricus sbitake. This species, which
old man delightedly.
“Her husband is very good to her.”
i
is
much
prized
as
a
food
in
Japan,
is
"Mr. Barley.” said Dumont, coming
m ade t o o r d e r .
trade m a r k s
“Is that so?”
D esig n s
forward determinedly, "we heard from j related to the so called honey fungus.
“Yes:
he does everything to please
urnishing
U
ndertaker
C
o
pyrig
hts
A
c
.
hrM?" stoc*£
harness supplies, saddles,
Washington this morning about your a species very destructive tj> the roots her. even to talking back when she’s
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
.es> “00*®> blankets for summer and
qnfokly ascertain our opinion free whether an
I
of
trees
and
woody
plants.
This
latter
case, and 1 am sorry to tell you that it
SfoaLSISS.® brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
looking for an argument.”—Detroit
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
has been rejected. There is a missing j species, it may be noted, is one of the Free Press.
and Em balm er.
Au lNG 0F HARNESS a specialty!
sent
free.
Oldest
agency
for
securing
patents.
Hon . ,c“oice grade cigars. Special attenlink in the evidence. Unless you can causes of phosphorescence in decaying
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
to box trade.
Orders entrusted to my charge will supply this the case is hopeless.”
special notice, without charge, in the
j wood. The Japanese method of growThey Pass It.
receive the most careful and pains
The old man’s round, apple-like face { ing their mushroom seems to consist
w. E. JOHNSON,
“I suppose the deacons in your
Scientific Am erican.
seemed suddenly to shrivel. Crissy 1 In preparing the ground for it. A cop- church pass the plate?”
taking attention.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a
was divide^ between pity for him ' pice of red oak. beech or chestnut of
“Yes; they even go so far as to cut
year; four months, f L Sold by all newsdealers.
and anger toward the young man for ■some twenty years’ growth is cut down It absolutely dead. . I’ve never yet seen
3 6 1Broadway,
:
just
after
the
fall
of
the
leaf.
The
checkmating her. A bright inspiration
V
* s T O WN HERALD
any of them put in a cent!”—Puck.
-------------Branch Office. >F 8t^ Washington, D. C.
came to her. A tiger-like spring of wood is then left lying for a hundred
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A
Job
«»«*> &
her memory showed her how she could days. It is then cut into lengths of
I- ollng, Perforating, Paging, Number’Phone No. 18.
Should Die For Her.
j three or four feet, and the logs are
help one and disconcert the other.
Bfi
Books for Banks and Business
Her—You don’t love me! Him—I do.
[}p^~All
kinds
of
Job
Print
!
lacerated
with
large
pruning
knives.
bound
,
special attention. Magazines
“Mr. Barney,” she said sweetly, “if
I’ve just had my life insured, haven’t
J®*Tbe I n d e p e n d e n t ’s eight pag< I were you I wouldn’t try to get my *Spores settle on the wounded parts. | I?
cheaply
w0Lep*lri,lg d°i>e quickly and
Her—Yes, but it would be just like
^dress' F8t*mate8 cheerfully furnished. ing tastefully executed at the contain local and general news,agr
| and the mycelium of the fungus you not to die.—Cleveland Leader.
pension through lawyers.”
I
spreads
through
the
tissues
of
the
“How
would
you
get
it?”
he
asked
__ 8 Hk*ALD PUBLISHING COMPANY. Independent Office at reasona cultural notes, short stories an
i wood. Next year a crop of mushrooms
eagerly.
W hat is called liberality is most
interesting miscellaneous readin
springs up. The production of mush- I often only the vanity of giving, which
ble
prices.
You
patronage
will
“I'd
get
it
through
by
special
act
of
Bbseribe fer The Independent.
matter. A copy every week for E congress.”
:
may go on for six years, but tbe we like better than the thing we give.
HT P A G E S , 52 N o s., O N E D O LL A R be appreciated.
weeks, $1.00.
Is gathered the second year. 1 —Rochefoucauld.
“1 don’t know our congressman from main ?
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E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, Novem ber 2 5 ,1 9 0 9 .
T o the editor of the Consbobocken R e
corder: Thank y o u !
F rom the New York World: The merg
ing of the telephone and telegraph companies
into a huge T rust is claimed to be “to the ad
vantage of the public,” but one or two more
such advantage straws may break the pub
lic’s back—or its patience.
U n ited S tates Dis t r ic t A t t o r n e y
T hompson might find it advantageous to his
sub-dynasty to open political branch offices in
Royersford, Mingo, Eagleville and Trappe.
Our good neighbor, the Hon. John H. Bartman, can be depended upon to do his best for
Mr. Thompson in Collegeville.
F rom the Indianapolis News: “But what
ever Mr. Gage denies and Mr. Bonaparte or
any one else fails to say, one fact stands out
stupendous and incontrovertible: The Sugar
T ru st thieves were robbing the Government
boldly, and the last Administration did
nothing.”
To Director McDowell: The application
of the term “sorehead” will hardly offset the
effects of an acute attack of megalocepbalitis
(swelled head), nor serve as an excuse for
official blindness in the presence of inefficient
public service, nor for the blunder of mis
taking jocularity and hilarity for the per
formance of public duty.
P r o f . M e t c h n ik o ff advocates the drink
ing of much fermented milk to check the in
testinal putrefaction of food, and thus pro
long life. In furtherance of his end bonbons
have been prepared, consisting of a lacticacid product surrounded by a sweetened
chocolate coating. The sugar of the coating
a ssists in lactic-acid fermentation.
T h e recent change in the ownership of
the Doyles town Intelligencer, occasions the
retirem ent of Mr. A. K. Thomas, for many
years a prominent newspaper man in Mont
gomery and Bucks counties. Mr. Thomas
carries with him into private life—let it be
hoped for a brief season only—the hearty
good wishes of all the newspaper men of both
counties.
I t appears by the returns of commerce
that the value of the exports of cotton during
the month of October, 1909, amounted to $88,883,550. In no former month has the expor
tation reached the value of $80,000,000. O f
the cotton to the value of $417,000,000 ex*
ported in the last fiscal year, $172,750,000,
or considerably more than one-third of the
total, went to free trade Great Britain.
T h e United States Circuit Court of St.
Louis has declared the Standard Oil Company
to be a combination, in restraint of trade,
within the meaning of the Sherman anti-trust
law of July 2, 1890. By the decree the company is restrained from continuing in inter
state business, together with all its subsidi
aries, until after the dissolution ordered in
the decree has been accomplished, the decree
to go into effect in thirty days unless an ap
peal is taken in the meantime. An appeal
will doubtlessly be taken to the Supreme
Court.
J ustice David J. B r e w e r , of the United
States Supreme Court, prophecies 1 that
“female suffrage will come.” He says: “ Wo
man’s broader education, her increasing
familiarity with business and public affairs,
will lead to it. And why not? The chief re
ply is the home. God forbid that it should be
jeopardized, for upon it in all its fullness de
pends the best social life. But female su f
frage will not debase the home or lessen its
power and influence. On the other hand, it
will introduce a refining and uplifting power
into our social life. It will not stop, marriage.
Woman, conscious of her independence and
capacity to support herself, will demand true
manhood in her husband.”

A ccording to Professor Walter F7 Wil
cox, the statistician of Cornell University,
Ithica, New York, a continuation of the present decline in the birthrate will mean no more
births in 2059. He avers that “there has been
an increase of perhaps 500,000,000 in the
earth’s population since 1750. This increase
was not due to an increased birthrate, but,
rather to the decreased death rate, secured
by the progress of science and of government.
Under earlier conditions a famine, pestilence
or war killed many persons. The decline of
the birthrate of the United States has prob
ably been as rapid as in any country of
Europe, and if it should continue unchecked
for a century and a half, at the end of that
time no births would take place. The de
crease is greater among the classes whose
children would probably inherit most social
worth and capacity for leadership.” I t may
be safely assumed that human infants will be
numerously in evidence many centuries after
2059. Statistics cannot change human nature.
T h e Norristown Herald of Tuesday con
tained a tim ely editorial on the subject of
“ betting and football.” R eferring to a re
cent game between the High School Club and
the Junior Athletic Club, of Norristown, the
Herald says: “No attempt at concealment
was made at the flash of money. Greenbacked and yellow-backed bills were pulled
from big black wallets, and peeled from rolls
in support of this team or that, not to mentiqn the smaller bets in which silver coin
figured. There was possibly one-half of the
Norristown police force at the game. Did
they not know that their oath of office means
to prevent illegal acts as well as breaches of
the peace? Surely if there is one place where
gambling should be discouraged and pro
hibited it is on premises connected with the
educational system of Norristown.” And it
is to be added that the Norristown police
ought not to be required to furnish the pre
ventive influence that should be exerted by
the overseers of the “educational system of
Norristown,” or of any other town, or of any
educational institution.
F rom the Milwaukee Journal: ‘‘Aldrich
is no financier. He frankly conceded that he
had not paid much attention to the subject
until the question of monetary reform. J>ecame a burning national issue. Why a man
of such pigmy proportions from the stand
point of^financial ability should undertake the
most monumental task of financial legislation
ever attempted in any country is beyond
comprehension. It is not less than a great
misfortune. As to Aldrich’s motives, there
is even greater question. He has never been
on the people’s side of, any question. He is
for government for and by property, not gov
ernment for and by the people. Not a single
piece of great constructive legislation bears
the name of Aldrich. He has been the silent
man behind the scenes who has pulled the
wires' for the big interests. H is tariff bill is
a travesty of justice and good judgment. It
fattens the tariff barons at the expense of all
the people. The country needs a big man to
reform the currency, a man who is a deep
thinker, a broad statesman, a man without
prejudice, a man with prophetic insight, a
man who has always worked for all the peo
ple. Aldrich has none of these qualifications
a calamity which every good citizen should
keenly regret.”
Com m enting on and comparing the no
torious stealing of the W hisky R ing during
the Grant Administration with the multi
farious thievery of the Sugar Trust, the New
York World says: “The Sugar T rust built up
its alliances through several Administrations.
I t had dealt with the organizations of both
parties.
It not only stole public revenue
through a long period of years, but it violated
the Anti-Trust law and the Interstate Com
merce law as well. N ot one of its officers or
directors has yet been brought to trial. Its
rebating crim es were exposed not by the
Government, but by a private citizen. Its
violation of the Anti-Trust law was estab
lished not in a Government prosecution, but
in a private suit. Its weighing frauds were
settled originally by the payment of $2,000,000, and although the T rust’s attorneys ad
mitted that the Government could have col
lected additional penalties of $9,000,000, no
such demand was made. The T rust was even
allowed by Congress to dictate the tariff
schedules under which it robbed the Federal
Treasury of public revenue. The long con
tinued alliance between the Sugar T rust and
Government is one of the most scandalous
chapters in the history of the United States.”
The work of the Government recently begun
in expurgating official rottenness from Abe
Custom House in New York city, should be
thoroughly done in every particular.

METEOR SP L IT S IN

FLIGHT

Alabamans See Unusual Spectacle I
Heavens.
Montgomery, Ala., N ot . 24. — The
unusual spectacle of a large meteor
that split in the middle of its visible
flight, caused consternation among
hundreds of country folk in eastern
Alabama.
The meteor threw off an exceed
ingly brilliant tail of sparks and then
snapped in two, one fiery piece glanc
ing to the east and another to the
west. Reports from McCullochs, Alasay that the pieces in striking the
ground jarred the earth for a consid
erable distance.

Beautiful Moire Messaline
Suitable for Waists, Linings and Trimmings, in all
Shades, including the new colorings: Wisteria, Catawba*
Melon, Apricot, Light Blue, Pink, Garnet, Black, White*
Cream, Navy Blue, Green, a t $ 1 P e r Y a r d -

SM OTHERED BY TOBACCO
Wagon Load Overturns on Man and
Boy, Cutting Off Air Supply.
Lynchburg, Va., Nov. 24.—James P.
Scott, aged thirty-five years, and his
twelve-year old son were smothered
to death near here under a load of
leaf tobacco.
The wagon overturned, catching the
man and his child underneath it. Scott
was stunned and could make no ef
fort to extricate himself and the boy.
The tobacco leaves cut off the air and
when found they were dead.

S £ 111 I I

AT $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

A New Line of Fancy Silks
For Kimonas, Lamberquins, Etc., a t 7 5 c . a n d 8 5 C.
in all-over patterns and bordered effects.

CHILD HEIRESS
FOILS THE LAW
Pennsylvania Girl anil Father
Escape Illinois Writ.
Chicago, Nov. 24.—An exciting game
of hide and seek, played in the busi
ness district of Chicago, was the se
quel to the declaration of seven-yearold Kathryn A. Good, $400,000 heiress,
th at she would rather live with her
father, Henry F. Good, Lock Haven,
Pa., than be the ward of her grand
mother, Mrs. Mary J. Hoxie.
Hardly had Judge Scanlan, in defer
ence to the wishes of the girl, award
ed her to the father than Judge
Windes issued, on petition of the
grandmother, a temporary injunction
restraining Good from taking his lit
tle daughter from the state.
It was alleged In the bill that Good
and his sisters were about to depart
for Lock Haven. As soon as the order
was granted an attorney and a deputy
sheriff used an automobile for a hur
ried trip to railway stations and ho
tels in a search for Good. They were
unable to find him. Should Good leave
the state, Mrs. Hoxie fears there will
be small chance of regaining the cus
tody of the child.
In applying for the writ the grand
mother averred that Judge Scanlan.
in turning the girl over to the father,
ignored the provisions of the decree
divorcing Good and his wife, and the
decree of the probate court appointing
Mrs. Hoxie guardian.
The child’s mother, Mrs. Anna Hoxie
Good, was killed in an autofobile acci
dent near Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 15.

A8T0R YACHT

SA FE

Missing Boat Was at San Juan, Porto
Rico, on Nov/ 17.
New York, Nov. 24.-r-The report of
Captain Furst, of the Red D liner Ca
racas, th at he had left Colonel John
Jacob Aster's yacht, the Nourmahal,
in the harbor of San Juan on Nov. 15,
was confirmed by Captain James Dal
ton and the officers of the Insular line
steamship Harry Luckenbach, in from
Porto Rico. Captain Dalton and his
chief engineer, A. D. Emery, dispelled
all doubts as to the safety of the Nour
mahal by declaring th at when the
Luckenbach sailed out of San Juan
on Nov. 17, two days after Captain
Furst had seen the Nourmahal, she
.was still at anchor off San Juan and
showing no evidences of having en
countered rough weather on her trip
from San Doqjingo.
Chief Engineer Emery was formerly
an assistant engineer aboard the Nour
mahal, so there is no doubt about his
ability to identify her even if Captain
Dalton might have any doubt about
her identity.

GETS HUMAN FL E SH IN MAIL
Colorado Judge Receives 8trange Mis
sive From Enemy.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 24.—
Justice of the Peace A. P. Toombs
received two pieces of human flesh
through the mails. Accompanying
them was a note explaining that they
had been cut from a smallpox pa
tient, the w riter expressing the wish
that the judge might catch the dis
ease and die.
In the meantime Toombs has re
ported the case to the federal authori
ties for investigation, and a member
of the city detective department also
has been assigned to work out the
mystery.
Toombs is unaware of the existence
of any enemy unless It be some one
upon whom he has inflicted punish
ment in his official capacity.

B U C K TAFFETAS

S^rendlinger's
N O R R I S T O W N . P jq.

Idle
D o llars

V

YOU WANT TO BUY
OR SELL REAL, ESTATE
W HEN

it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you the
loss is ours, not yours.
Are good only for their face value.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Dollars a t work earning interest are
39 E. Main Street,
servants making more dollars. Put
Norristown, Pa.
your idle money to work and keep it
busy. The

AMATEUR
Safe, conservative, and with a stead
ily growing volume of business affords
yon the opportunity te keep your
dimes and dollars hustling and in
creasing your income.
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De"
posits.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts.
This bank appreciates the favors
of its patrons and persists in giving
the best service to ail.

OR EX PERT
WHICH WILL EXECUTE
YOUR WILL?
Your best friend has never
done it before—we have made

Christmas Presents.
Our New and Beautiful Line
o f Holiday Hoods Fall o f
Choicest Selections for the
Christmas Trade is now ready
for the inspection and ap
proval o f all who know a good
thing when they see it.
Useful Presents, Beautiful Pres
ents, Appropriate Presents
In Watches, Diamonds, Sterling Silver
ware, Fine Umbrellas, Lamps, Cut Glass,
China, Clocks. Novelties in Sterling Sil
ver, Brads Desk and Smoking Sets. Rings,
Pins, Bracelets, Fountain Pens, Stylographic Pen, everything to be bad in a
first-class jewelry, store.
Small deposit will reserve anything un
til Christmas.

J. D. SA LLA D E*
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

16 E. Main Street,
N O R R IS T O W N -

it our speeial business for years.

Penn Trnst Co.
Norristown, Pa.

Kuhnt’s Bakery,
Collegeville, Pa.

F irst - Class Bread,

Cakes, Pies,
Candies, Etc.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
thankful to the public for patronage re
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
the same.
CHARLES KUHNT.

jfcf*Alieva Brothers Insure Your Horses
Wbo have the largest Tailor Shop
in Norristown,
---- HAVE OPENED A ------

against loss by death from disease or accldent In the L O W E R PROVI DENCE
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
JOHN W. BARRY, Sec’y, Eagleville.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
Appraisers!
And are now Ready to RENO
THEO.
DETWILER,
Eagleville; H. HVATE CLOTH INLi IN A
ROBISON, Collegeville; W. E. BEAN,
FIRST-CLASS
Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61
Penn St., Norristown.
MANNER.
We do altering, repairing, relining, clean
ing, pressing, scouring, French dry clean T1ULL STOCK OF
ing, and steam dyeing, of all kinds of
ladies’ and gents’ clothes a t a very reason
able rate, and guarantee to do first-class
work. We also make suits to order, to
the very latest style. Goods called for Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
and delivered.
tions are being closed out at greatly re
duced prices.

Branch Shop in Collegeville

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

ALLEVA BROTHERS, Collegeyille, Pa.
P. O. Box, 30. Bell ’Phone, No. 26-A.

Automobile Painting
and Repairing

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Main St ., Near Station ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PAWe promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

Shoots Son For Hawk.
York, Pa., Nov. 24.—John Holler, of
Send model, sketch or photo of ihventionfor
Glen Rock, while preparing to shoot
report on patentability. For free
,
a hawk, wltfch had been stealing his AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF [ free
write
Howto 8eoure'
to
chickens, accidentally shot his elevem
CARRIAGES for sale a t reasonable [Patents and
year-old son, Erwin, in the foot. The
prices, including oue new surrey.
shot penetrated the boy’s left foot,
oilless blood poisoning sets in he will
NEW PIANOS of best makes from 1150
recover.
upward. Pianos for rent.
Opposite U. S. Patent
Fifteen Hanged In Russia.
W ASHINGTON D. 0.
Saratov, Russia, Nov. 24. — Fiftse* HENRY YOST, JR., Collegeville, Pa.
prisoners were hanged here. A fellow
prisoner volunteered as a public hang- n u r YOUR Poikrs>«’rlnl*d
Advertise Your Seles i*
man.
V>
the Independent Othee
Independent.

TRADE-MARKS "

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS,
HEADQUARTERS FOR.

THE OIL TRUST

7

which the American Sugar Kenning
company had paid to the government
on account of evasion of duties, was
regarded by the government as a com
plete settlement for all its underweifthIng frauds.
That amount, howeyer, he said, af
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADE8 OF
fected no other evasions of duty and
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
In no wise figured as to any other
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
matters, and the- government pur
posed to rscover much more money
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
because of frauds the trust had com
yon are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of oar thousand UMBRELLAS
mitted.
•will keep yon dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
After the conference Mr. MacVeagh
said that the sugar frauds were over
shadowing In interest one of'the most
Important phases of the whole Inves
tigation, the commission of frauds by
138 WEST MAIN STREET,
Importers with trunks with false bot
1W
8.
NORRISTOWN, PA. The World’s Greatest Corporation Vio toms involving losses of millions to the Democratic Leader Sacrificed His Life
Imprisoned Miners Thought to Bs
government.
lated the Sherman Anti-Trust Law
Collector Loeb explained that while
In Effort to Save Grandson—Their
Buried Under Debris, and Bodies
and Is Shattared by Decree of Cir this had been possible in the past,
Bodies
Found
Lying
Side
by
Side
May
Never Be Recovered—One of
rules had been adopted under the
cuit Court—May End Monopoly.
In Ruins.
the Survivors Dies.
present regime which would prevent
The Standard Oil company will ap such frauds in the future.
Butler, Mo., Nov. 24.—Representa
Cherry, 111., Nov. 24. — Hope that
peal to the United States supreme
tive David DeArmond, one of the most some of the 189 men yet entombed
Solid Oak Bedroom Suites Reduced from $85 to $30; $30 to court from the decision og the court
widely known Democratic congress in the St. Paul mine might be rescued
Rattlesnake Kills Girl.
in St. Paul, Minn., dissolving the oil
men, and his grandson, pavid A. De alive has been abandoned.
$85 ; $40 to $35. Buy your furniture u'ow and save dollars.
Miss Belle Jones, eighte'en years old,
trust It Is said the appeal will be
Armond III., aged six years, were
An exploration of the second vein,
made regardless- of the nature of the daughter of the leading merchant of burned to death in a fire that destroy where it was thought probably miners
Solid Cbaln Rag Carpet, from 45 to 65 Cents per yard.
Amsterdam,
Ga.,
is
dead
from
being
decree or the grounds on which it is
had barricaded themselves and man
Great Reduction in Prices in Dinnernrare.
struck by a great rattler while walk ed the DeArmond homestead here.
based.
The DeArmond home was a large aged to exist on oats and corn kept
The case was heard in the United ing in a flower garden of her home.
The snake was coiled under a rose two-story frame structure, set well there for mules, showed that great
States circuit court at St. Louis in
bush
and struck Miss Jones as she back from the street, p n two sides of portions of the tunnels had collapsed.
April, 1909, by Circuit Judges San
Remember our HADE-TO.ORDER SUITS for Hen and Boys.
It Is thought that many men were
the house and equal with the second
born, of St. Paul; Van Devanter, of was gathering flowers. The snake
floor, four rooms, or outdoor sleeping buried under the debris, and that if
Cheyenne; Hook, of Leavenworth, and struck the girl on the leg between the
ankle and knee and clung there. The apartments, had been constructed, and the obstruction is not soon cleared
Adams, of S t Louis.
a t the time the Are broke out the oc away at least 100 bodies may never
Judge Sanborn, of St. Paul, the pre girl ran screaming to the house, drag
of the house occupied these be recovered. Fire is still raging in
siding judge, wrote the opinion and ging the snake with her. Her father, cupants
rooms.
these tunnels, and these portions of
the decree, in which all the judges who met her, snatched the snake from
Congressman DeArmond and his the mine, in which imprisoned miners
Dealers in STORE GOODS of Every Description.
concur, and sent them with a concur her leg with his hands and killed I t
young grandson occupied one room on might have found a retreat, are said
1ST STANDARD AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES FROM 120 to MO. ring opinion of Judge Hook to Judge The snake measured seven feet long the south side of the building' while to be full of the fatal black damp.
Adams, in St. Louis, who ‘filed the>m and was of enormous girth.
. After experiencing all the terrors of
The marks on the girl’s leg were Mrs. DeArmond and Mrs. Hattie Clark,
and entered the' decree in that city.
a married daughter, were in separate bis long imprisonment and the joy of
The decree declared the Standard over three inches apart.
Physicians were summoned, but rooms on the opposite side of the being brought to the surface alive,
Oil company to be a combination in
restraint of trade, within the meaning were unable to save the girl. She died house. Nettie Boles, twenty-six years David Hollofchek, one of those rescued
of the Sherman anti-trust law of July in terrible agony five hours after be old, a maid, had a room on the west Saturday, died of general exhaustion.
FALL 1909.
ESTABLISHED 1858.
This reduces to nineteen the total
end of the house.
ing struck by the snake.
2, 1890.
number
of those saved out of the 310
Mrs.
Clark
was
awakened
by
a
cry
By the decree the company is re
and on going to the door of her room ?ntombed by the lire a week ago Sat
strained from continuing in interstate
business, together with all its subsi Battled For Life With Wounded Buck. saw smoke Issuing from the part of urday.
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN
The explorers met With great ob
Locked for half an hour in the horns the house where the congressman and
diaries. until after the dissolution or
“Waddle,”
as
the
grandson
was
called,
ALL KINDS OF
stacles.
In one Instance fire broke out
of
a
slightly
wounded
and
dangerous
dered in the decree has been accom
in a tunnel, temporarily cutting off
plished. the decree to go Into effect In buck, Stephen Chalmers,’ well known slept
“Get me out of here!” she. heard the escape of the twenty-five men who
thirty days unless an appeal Is taken as an author and magazine contribu
had ventured 400 feet from the hoist
tor, engaged in a life or death strug Waddle cry.
in the meantime.
“Never
mind,
son;
I’ll
save
you,”
ing
shaft. The smell of smoke gave
gle
In
the
twilight
on
Burn
hill,
eight
It appears from the concurring opin
the warning above, and fresh men res
Congressman DeArmond answered.
We invite your inspection of the largest and best se ion written by Judge Hook th at the een miles from Saranac Lake, N. Y.
lected stock in the county. Our factory supplies fresh company cannot do business under any
Those were the last words either of cued the explorers.
Finally grasping with one hand his
goods. Do not buy shopworn goods when you can buy
The state executive board of the
the victims uttered. A moment later
shotgun,
thp
stock
of
which
had
been
other
form
with
the
object
of
stifling
the latest patterns for 1909. Parlor Suits a specialty. In
all grades and our own make. Do not buy a set of parlor furniture covered up ready competition, foT he says on this sub broken by a blow at the deer’s head, the smoke increased in volume and United Mine Workers of America sent
to go out. If you do, you are buying a cat in a bag. See your suit before it is cov ject that it is thought that with the Chalmers discharged the load into the Mrs. Clark was forced to flee down the following telegram to Governor
ered up and see your coverings before they are put on.
stairs to the telephone. Within a min Deneen:
end of the company the monopoly will buck’s breast.
“We request th at you designate
Chalmers first wounded the deer, ute’s time she had given the alarm to
D. Y. MOWDAY, .Undertaker and Embalmer,
naturally disappear, but should It not
838, 840, 848 and 844 East Mala At., Norristown.
do so, and the members of the com slightly stunning it. He -dropped his the telephone office and hurried hack some one man to take charge of the
rescue work of this mine. Practical
grin and reached for his knife to put to the room of her mother.
IWe take full charge when requested.
Both ’Phones. bination retire from it. except one the
miners stand ready to volunteer ser
deer to death. It was gone, and
Barely Saves Mrs. DeArmond.
who might perpetuate the monopoly
by the aggregation of the physical before he could recover his gun the
By this time the entire second floor vices to get to the bodies. System here
properties and instrumentalities, it buck rose to its feet and charged him. was clouded with smoke and flames not satisfactory to us.”
In response to this request the gov
SEEING UNDER WATER.
would constitute a violation of the Chalmers' hands were badly lacerated were leaping from the windows. Grop
by the antlers of the deer, but other ing her way to Mrs. DeArmond’s bed ernor placed Mine Inspector Hector
decree of the court.
The Refraction of Light and the Lim
In the trial of the case the point wise he is none the worse for his ex side, she literally dragged her from McAllister in charge of the exploring
iting Angle of Vision.
was made that the Standard Oil com hausting struggle.
the room. There was no time to think work. Despite the fire and the filling
One of the most peculiar things in pany was a beneficent corporation In
of aiding those in the other part of of tunnels, the clearing of the mine
connection with life under water is that it, by reason of economy of oper
the
house. Urging her mother down will be pushed night and day,
Roosevelt Party Are Well.
w hat is known as the limiting angle of ation, reduced the price of its pro
“There is absolutely no more hope,"
the
stairway,
the younger woman, with
Reports received in Nairobi, British
declared W. W. Taylor, general man
vision. This applies to fishes, divers, duct. This, Judge Hook says, can have
difficulty,
succeeded
in
reaching
and
East Africa, from the Roosevelt hunt
ager of the mine. “We have already
submarine crews and, in fact, any be no weight.
opening the street door.
reached every part of the mine where
ing possessing the power of sight and
It is not a criminal case, nor has it ing expedition are that all the mem
Nettie
Boles,
the
maid,
it
developed
desiring to look through the water at anything to do with the famous $29,- bers are well and will return to Lon- later, had been one of the first to es the men could have existed for .ten
days. I am confident not another man
objects in the air. The effect is not 000,000 fine. As It is a civil suit, no dlani Nov. 30.
During -the hunting on the Guas Ing- cape. She reached the street from the will -be taken up alive.”
doe to a defect in vision, but to the re penalty will fall upon either the cor
rear
door
after
the
first
cry
of
fire.
fraction or bending of light, and no poration itself or the seven men nam hlsu plateau Colonel Roosevelt and She was unhurt, but too frightened
Kermit killed four elephants for the
telescope or other optical instrument ed as the chief conspirators.
to comprehend the situation and had
can get around it.
The case was argued by Frank B. American Museum of Natural History fled from the scene.
in
New
York.
The effect consists of the impossibil Kellogg, of St. Paul, and Charles B.
The home of Jamep A. DeArmond,
The party took many other trophies,
ity of seeing anything on the outside Morrison, of Chicago, for the United
son., of Congressman DeArmond, and
including
five
horned
giraffes,
a
leop
unless the observer directs his line of States, and John T. Milburn, of Buf
father of the boy who lost his life, is
sight within forty-eight degrees of the falo; David T. Watson, of Pittsburg; ard, a roan bushbuck, a Jackson’s near the burned house. James De
vertical. If a forty-nine degree angle or Moritz Rosenthal, of Chicago, and hartebeeste, an orlbi, a singing topi, Armond rushed to the scene when the
over is taken, the surface, no matter John G. Johnson, of Philadelphia, on a bohor and a kob.
alarm was given and tried to enter
how clear the water is, acts as a per behalf of the defendants. It was
the burning building, but was restrain
fect mirror and reflects objects at the brought to enjoin John D. Rockefeller,
ed by neighbors.
Atlantic City’s Huge Profit.
bottom of the water, thus not allowing William Rockefeller, Henry M. Flag
The financial loss Is placed at $20,Nearly $10,000,000 in cash has been
anything on the outside to be seen. ler, Henry H. Rogers, John D, Arch deposited in the Atlantic City banks 000, and Included one of the best li
The consequence of this property is bold. Oliver H. Payne, Charles M.
braries in the state. The cause of
the most startling of all, for everything Pratt, the Standard Oil Company of as the profits of one of the biggest the fire is not known. The two bodies
seasons on regord. Figures shown
on the outside can be seen and thus New Jersey, and about seventy other
New Haven, Conn., Nov. 24.—Ac
were found lying side by side, where
has to be seen in the cone described corporations, from maintaining a com by reports of the eight banks and death had overtaken the congressman cording to the testimony in the pro
by the forty-eight degree angle from bination and conspiracy in restraint of trust companies place the exact total in his effort to save his grandson.
bate court here of Drs. Seymour L.
the eye. This shows all outside ob trade, to monopolize interstate and in a t $8,991,011. Local financiers declare
“Waddle” DeArmoncf was Congress Spier and Max Mailhouse, Christian
their
belief
that
the
addition
of
depos
jects huddled together and appearing ternational commerce, and the decree
man DeArmond’s favorite grandchild. Science has driven Elam Martin, a
high in air. Thus, if one dives Into the grants the injunction sought by the its in building and loan and othei The boy frequently remained a t the cigarmaker, hopelessly insane.
funds will run the total season’s sav
middle of a wide river, on looking up government.
Martin, who came to this city from
ings of the resort’s population up to home of his grandparents, always oc
the banks will appear close together,
Lancaster, Pa., several years ago. has
cupying a bed with the congressman.
$12,000,000.
but. at a great distance from the ob
worked steadily and accumulated sev
Drops 73 In Custom House.
server, high in air.
David A. DeArmond was a Pennsyl eral thousand dollars which is on de
The
weeding
out
from
the
customs
This angle Is called the “critical’’ an
Company Formed to Build Aeroplanes vanian by birth, having first seen the posit in the local savings banks. Two
gle and of course varies with the two service in New York city of the
A company, which announces that light of day on a farm in Blair county, weeks ago he became a member of
men who have been implicated in the
media in contact.
it
will be able t o , deliver Wright March 18, 1844. He was educated in the local Christian Science church.
If one desires to make the experiment sugar frauds and other schemes to aeroplanes to anybody the first of next the public schools and Dickinson semi Every spare moment he spent poring
cheat
the
government,
but
against
a square glass box or an aquarium will
oVer the Christian Science text books.
May has been formed in New York. nary, Williamsport, Pa.
answer very well. Suspend this from whom no evidence of actual commis Behind It are Cornelius Vanderbilt,
The problems seemed to weigh on his
Removing
to
Missouri,
he
selected
the ceiling or support it on a wall sion of crime has been obtained, be Theodore P. Shonts, Allan A. Ryan, Butler as his future home, studied law, mind and finally unbalanced him.
bracket and look under it at an angle. gan in earnest when Collector Loeb Morton F. Plant, Howard Gould, An was admitted to the bar and engaged
A week ago his landlady wjas starThe phenomenon will be observed as announced the discharge of James F. drew Freedman, Robert J. Collier, Au in practice. A fluent speaker, he soon tied by Martin’s statement that there
Vail,
formerly
deputy
surveyor
In
indicated. The clearer the w ater and
gust Belmont, Edward J. Berwind and attracted attention, and was elected a was no reason why he could not go to
the stronger the light the more clearly chrage of the weighing division; Russell A. Alger. The company is presidential elector for Cleveland and Lancaster with 30 cents, because
will things appear.—Chicago Record- Geprge E. Bedell, an inspector and capitalized at a million.
Hendricks in 1884. He subsequently Christ himself had travelled all over
formerly chief clerk in charge of the
Herald.
was chosen state senator on the Dem the world with less than a dollar.
same division; James P. Hyland and
ocratic
ticket, and was also made a Martin went to the Hebrew Temple
Joseph O’Carroll, foreman of weighing
Why He Was a HeathenWounded Deer Chases Hunter.
circuit
judge
and a commissioner for Mishkan Israel, in the center of the
Sir Arthur Fansbaw related an amus districts, and eighteen other weighers
Edward Luckey, while hunting In the sup- erne court of Missouri.
city, and stripped himself of everv
ing story of a Mohammedan servant and gaugers, whose names are not Pike county, Pa., near Stroudsburg,
He became a member of congress stitch of clothes he had on him. He
mentioned
in
the
official
report
given
who when asked his religion replied:
had an unpleasant experience with a
1892, being elected to represent the made a platform of his clothes and,
out at the custom house. So far as large buck. Luckey wounded the buck, in
“Beg pardon, sar. I’m a heathen.’’
Sixth
Missouri district, and was re with the Bible in his hand, began to
When asked by his master what he could be learned, the men granted im which showed fight, and the animal, elected each term since. He was one address the people.
munity
and
a
retention
of
their
jobs
meant by a heathen the man answer
swinging around, struck him with his
for testifying against Philip Musica at horns. Luckey becoming frightened of the Democrats who became a free
ed:
silver advocate in 1894, and did much
GOV. HADLEY INJURED
“Beg pardon, sar, a worshiper of his trial for cheating the government and the animal infuriated, a chase to promote the 16 to 1 theory.
out of duties on cheese, are included started, with the man in the lead. The
stocks and stones.”
Forced to End Hunting Trip by Badly
“Confound it,” remarked the master, among the men whose heads went into buck had gone some distance when it
Girl Found With Gypsies.
Swollen Hand.
“I can’t keep a man tike that In my the basket. Whether or not any of fell over dead.
Chicago, Nov. 24.—After a search of
Springfield, Mo., Nov. 24.—Governor
the discharged employes will have to
service.”
three years, Amelia Johnson, thirteen Hadley, who has been hunting in the
To which came the immediate re face criminal) charges later is a ques
years old, daughter of Ephraim John Taney county hunting preset re. was
tion
which
both
Collector
Loeb
and
8herman’a
Daughter
Asks
Divorce.
joinder:
son, a horse dealer in Elizabeth, N. J.. forced to leave there for Jefferson
United
States
Attorney
Stimson
re
Suit
for
an
absolute
divorce
and
“Beg pcrdon, sar, in your highness’
who was kidnapped at Norfolk, Va., in
also for the custody of her two chil November, 1906, was found by her City on account of a badly swollen
service no time to worship anything!” fused to answer.
dren was Instituted In Washington by father and brothers. Two gypsies were hand, caused by a fall. Physicians ad
—London News.
vised the governor to return to his
Mrs. Mary Sherman McCallum. the arrested.
All Customs Frauds to Be Pressed.
home at once, as they feared blood
adopted daughter and heiress of the
He Spoke Too Soon.
Criminal prosecutions against the
poisoning might develop.
Indian Prince Weds Actress.
A well known business man attended "sleeper trunk” customs frauds, pres late John Sherman, of Ohio, secretary,
of
state,
secretary
of
the
treasury
and
London,
Nov.
24.—Dolly
Parnell,
a
his daughter’s commencement exer sing of indictments to avoid lapses
A Poetical Marriage.
cises at an eastern college. He had under the statute of limitations and senator. In her bill Mrs. MeCalluin j popular musical comedy actress, was
Middletown, N. Y., Nov. 24.—A novel
been greatly pleased with the beauty customs investigation generally were names Susie McDonald Hopkins as a married to Prince Neslr All Khan, the
son of one of the most powerful of the marriage ceremony took place in Cal
and dignity of the exercises and Was discUBSed at a conference at the treas co-respondent.
native rulers of India. The prince pre vary Baptist church, when Miss Luella
discoursing to bis wife upon the refin ury department in Washington.
sented his bride with jewels valued May Clark, daughter of Isaac M.
ing Influences of college life. Sudden
Secretary MacVeagh, Attorney Gen
Paid $10,000 For a Colt.
Clark, and Clarence B. Crause, well
at $100,000.
ly his impressive monologue was cut eral Wlckersham, Collector Loeb and
James Y. Gatcomb, of Concord. N.
known business man, were made man
short. A girl in cap and gown came United States District Attorney Wise, H„ has sold to H. H. Peck. Of Wft’erBrother of Queen of 8pain III.
and wife. The ceremony was linnidy
dashing down the steps of the main of the Southern district of New York bury, Conn., for $10,000, the two-yearMadrid, Nov. 24.—Queen Victoria of all In poetry. The pastor recited Poe's
hall waving her diploma and shout participated.
old trotting colt Guy Audubon. 2:2i%, j Spain started for London to visit her “The Bells” and selections from nth-"
ing, “Educated, by gosh!”—Ladies'
Incidentally. Secretary MacVeagh by Au-lubon Boy (1:59^4)—Gaiety 1 brother, Prince Leopold of Battenberg, poems appropriate to the occasion, .
Home Journal.
announced that the 12.000.000 odd Girl (2.-I5U1.
v h n i f 111.
w ith th$ hlaaeinir ijj t*hv.n a

Men’s Furnishing Goods !

W

M . I G I L B E R T ,

WILL APPEAL

DE ARMOND MET NO NOPE FOR
DEATH IN FIR ENTOMBED MEN

Decree Dissolving It to Go te
U. S. Supreme Court.

Congressman Perished With Fire Hampers Resellers at
Grandson in Burning Home.
Gharry, 1 , Mine.

THE DECISION UNANIMOUS

DAUGHTER SAVES MOTHER TUNNELS HAVE COLLAPSED

R eductions in F u rn itu re .

IULP & MOYEB, GRATERFORD, PA.
Headquarters for Furniture.
D. Y . H O W D A Y
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DRIVENINSANEBY
CHRISTIANSCIENCE

Former Lancaster Man Loses
Mind In New Haven, Conn.

FARM AND GARDEN.
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Farmand
Garden
CEMENT WATER TROUGHS.
Plans For Construction of an Inexpen-'
sive NecessityWatering troughs, like many other
concrete structures, may be made
without steel re-enforcements, but If
so constructed the walls must be half
again as thick as when re-enforced,
and even then are more apt to crack.
The size and capacity of the trough
varies with the purpose for which It
is used, but for troughs up to about
ten feet long by two feet wide by two
feet deep the thickness of the re
enforced walls should be about five
inches.
It is essential that a watering trough
be water tight. The conditions for ob
taining a trough which will not leak
are: First, a richer mixture of con
crete than is required for ordinary
work; second, enough water in mix
ing to give a sloppy concrete, and,
third, the placing of all concrete at
one operation. It is extremely diffi
cult to make any structure water
tight unless all three of the above con
ditions are complied with.
The best mix of cotferete to use va
ries with the sand and gravel employ
ed. but generally speaking one part of
Portland cement to one and a half
parts of clean, coarse sand to three
parts of screened gravel or brokeh

THE THOUGH FOB THE FABM.

stone are advised, or if gravel from
the natural bank is ,use4 - without
screening one part of Portland cement
to three parts of natural bank gravel.
If sand alone is available use one part
Portland cement to two parts sand.
The amount of excavation necessary
for the foundation of a trough d e 
pends upon the size. For a small
trough level off the earth and tamp
the ground well before placing any
concrete, but for a trough of large ca
pacity a foundation should be used.
Place a two and a half inch layer of
concrete in the form and immediately
after placing and before the concrete
has set place a sheet of woven fence
wire or some other wire fabric over
the concrete, bending it up so that it
will come to within an inch of the top
of the forms at the sides and ends.
Place two and a quarter inches more
of the concrete in the bottom and ram
lightly to bring the mortar to the sur
face and smooth it off evenly. Have
the inner form all ready and as soon
as the base is laid and before it has
begun to stiffen set it. taking care to
keep it a t equal distances from the
sides, and then immediately 611 in the
concrete between the outer and inner
forms to the required height. The
tim e to remove the forms depends
upon several conditions, such as the
wetness of the concrete, the weather
and the temperature, but generally
such forms can be.removed within two
days. After removing the forms wet
the concrete thoroughly and paint the
inside surface with pure Portland ce
ment mixed as thick as cream. Pro
tect the trough from the sun, keeping
it wet for about a week.
Feathers In Place of a Hen.
If a hen can hatch a duckling why
can't a bunch of any sort of feathers
hatch a chick? As a matter of fact,
they can. as has been demonstrated by
the tireless brooder Invented by a Cali
fornia man. In general appearance the
brooder resembles other machines of
:the kind, but there is no space in it for
'th e lamp or other heating apparatus
used in the older types. Instead a
number of bunches of feathers are.
fastened to the underside of the lid.

A
A F IR E L E S S B R O O D ER.

These feathers are ju st long enough to
; reach the floor of the box, with a little
left over. The eggs are laid on the bot!tom. just beneath the feather tufts,
and when the lid is closed each egg is
Inclosed in a cluster of down that
makes a very good imitation hen. As
each egg is hatched out the lid can be
'lifted for a second and the chick re
moved without the difficulty that
Iwould attend its removal from the old
'style brooder, the Interior of which is
1reached from one end.

APPLES OF THE NORTHWEST.

THE DARK OF THE MOON.

Enormous Crop Purchased For Eastern
and European Markets.
Contracts have been closed in Spo
kane, Wash., by an eastern firm for
more than $600,000 worth of Washing
ton and Oregon apples for eastern and
European trade, and the purchaser ex
pects to reach the $1,000,000 mark be
fore returning home after looking over
the orchards in central Idaho and
western Montana. While in Spokane
he bbught the entire output of first
and second grades grown in the Mead
ow lake orchards, estimated at 30,000
boxes, previous to which he contracted
for 90,000 boxes in the Hood riv&r and
Mosier districts in Oregon, buying
also 35,000 boxes from the Dumas or
chards at Walla Walla, Wash., and
15,000 boxes from the orchards at Gar
field. Wash.
The purchaser said the prices receiv
ed by the growers 'in the H oot river
district were the highest ever paid for
their fruit. His purchases there ag
gregated more than $200,000, and he
paid as high as $2.50 a box, or 5 cents
a pound. He also paid $2.50 and in
several instances $2.75 a box for
Washington apples of the first grade.
Much of the superiority of the west
ern apple over the product of the New
York districts is in the picking and
packing. Growers fully understand
these advantages, and that is where
they are wise. Their fruit is picked
ripe and carefully graded and honestly
packed, the result being th at buyers
are pleased.
There is not the least danger, that
the growers in the northwest will over
do the apple Industry. They could
not do th at even by doubling or
trebling the present prehard area. The
apple crop of the United States was
about 67,000,000 barrels in 1896, and in
no year since then has it amounted to
more than 35,000,000 barrels. The pres
ent crop will not reach th at figure.
When it is considered th at the pop
ulation of the United States has in
creased probably by 20,000,000 since
1896, while the apple production has
fallen from 67,000,000 to 35,000,000 bar
rels, it can be readily seen th at it is
out of question to think th at the apple
growers in Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana and Colorado can oversupply
the ever increasing market.

A Result That Is Produced by the Light
From the Earth.
Many people have wondered why the
part of the moon that receives no sun
light is often visible to us, the term
being the “old moon in the young
moon’s arms.” The dark part is easily
seen as a copper colored globe repos
ing in the bright crescent. This that
we see is nothing more or less than
the earth shine on the moon. We ap
pear the same way to the moon when
we are in that phase, and our dark
part is inhere the moonshine appears
and the bright part of the sunshine.
The reason the copper color appears
is because light has to traverse the
atmosphere of the earth three times—
once on coming from the sun to the
earth, once when reflected to the
moon and again on being reflected
back to us. Our atmosphere possesses
the peculiar property of absorbing the
blue rays of this white light and al
lowing only the red and orange to go
through, thus causing the appearance
of copper color by the triple absorp
tion.
An odd thing connected witfi this
phenomenon, though having nothing
to do with it, is this: That part of the
moon which appears dark to us is the
same part of the earth that appears
light to the moon at any specified time,
and that part of the moon which ap
pears bright to us corresponds to the
portion of the earth appearing dark to
the moon.
Of course it is well known that the
moon gives out no light Whatever
itself, the moonshine being merely the
light of the sun on the moon reflected
to us. The same applies with the
earth in its shine on the moon, save
that we do give out glows, no doubt,
around great cities a t night, on ac
count of the enormous number of
lights. One thing, however, in which
moonshine excels the earth shine is Its
constant character. Where the earth
possesses varying clouds the old moon
never has any a t all.—S t Louis Re
public.

Utilizing Barn Manure.
Many farmers are beginning to save
their stable and lot manure and also
to keep enough live stock to make
large enough quantities to Justify the
use of a spreader.
There are few farm ers even at tbiA
enlightened period who conserve all
the available plant food on their
farms. There has been much improve
ment along this line since the days
when barns were built without base
ments and the manure from the sta
bles was thrown outside, there to leach
through summer rain and winter snow.
Much of the richness of this exposed
fertilizer is soaked away into the sur
rounding soil with the water 'from
rain and snow. The land surrounding
these manure piles was often so satu-

The sun never sets on the English INCORPORATED DAY 13, 1871.
language. This overdose of sunshine
sometimes warps it out of shape. In
the Malays it becomes “pigeon,” in
the south seas it is either “sandal
wood” or "beche de mer.” and among
the erudite along the water front at Yo
kohama it is “banzai.” Here is a sam
ple of a brand sometimes called
“punch and jab” English. It was cap
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
tured alive by a Calcutta exchange ed
itor armed with his scissors in the jun
gle of advertising literature that threw
its shadow ahead of a native Punjab
circus:

B P sliiS fe

n
*
LOADING A MANURE SPREADER.

W e are cele-

Coupons
This W eek

bForty-fifth
ratinsour

Extra Birthday Bargains and Double
Silver Coupons until Saturday Evening.

m PUT “ WOOL”
ON YOUR BACK
These suits and overcoats, mark you, are handtailored, and we have been selling them too long
to require any lengthy description. No one dis
putes the fact that they are the best $20 suit values
in Pottstown at $15. No other store has ever
equaled their value. Thirty styles to select from.
All new fabrics and shades are included. Suits
and overcoats that are guaranteed to fit perfectly
and hold their shape; sizes to fit big, stout men,
short'men, slim men, and regular built men. The
same value anywhere else at $20, here at $15.

Suits

$7.50 to $35

PROVEN
VALUE
GIVERS

Overcoats

W E CLOTHED YOUR
G RANDFATHER 45 YEARS
AGO. W H Y NOT YOU?

’1
CAR FARE PAID.

A PUNJAB CIRCUS.
Program, In “ Punch and Jab” English,
as Good as the Show.

Perkiomen Valley Mutual File
Insurance Company

PROGRAMME.
Under patronage of Royal Duke of
K naugbt, K. C. B., &c.
N. B.—This Circus Is the very better,
therefore be conies to see that.
The performance preparation will com
mence a t 8 p. m. sharp.
PART L
1. Borne horse will make very good
tricks.
2. The klown will come and talk with
tb at horses, therefore audience will laugh
itself very much.
3. The lady will walk on horses back
and horse Is Jumping very much also.
4. The klown will make a joking words
and lady will become to angry therefore
klown will run himself away.
5. One boy will fall a ball from top side,
then be can catch th a t ball before th at
ball can fall.
6. This is the very better jumping trick.
Refreshments 10 minutes.
PART n.
1. One man will make so tricks of
trapeze. Audience will frald himself very
much.
2. Dogs will jum p and roll in the mud.
3. One lady will make himself so bend,
then everybody he will think, th a t he is
the rubber lady.
4. This is the very grand display.
, 6. This is the very better Gimnastics.
6. One man will walk on wire tight, he
is doing very nicely because he is a pro
fessor of that.

rated with this waste as to be unable
R efreshm ents 10 m inutes.
to support plant life. The strength of
P A R T IB .
Then will come the very good Dramatic.
this absorbed fertilizer was more than
NOTICE.
plants could feed upon and live. Ex
No sticks w ill, be allowed in the spec
periment has proved th at manure thus
tator, and he shall not smoke also.
exposed loses in a few months nearly
Charges for Entrance.
or quite half its value.
1st class .................................................. Rs. 2
With the building of barns with 2nd class ..................................................Rs. 1
..............................................annas 8
basement cellars a portion of this 3rd classThere
is no any 4th class.
waste was prevented, but much of the
—New York Tribune.
liquid is still lost on most farms. Ce
mented manure cellars are the excep
Lost Temper.
tion, yet they pay a big dividend on
“Lost temper does great barm.” said
money invested. Cement is not expen
sive. Sand can be found on most a politician. “1 once knew a man who
farms, or at least would cost little, and held thirteen trumps at w bist and on
any intelligent man can mix it and account of bis partner’s temper be took
spread it. With a cemented cellar and only one trick with tbat ideal band.”
“Impossible!” sneered a reporter who
a proper use of absorbents the liquid
can be nearly all saved, and it is of conducted a weekly bridge column.
“Impossible? Not at all.” was the
more value than the solid, being more
readily available for the use of plants. politician’s reply. “You see, as soon as
The illustration shows a manure this man trumped bis partner’s ace on
the first play bis partner in a rage
spreader being loaded at the barn.
jumped up and kicked him out of the
room.”
Sugar Beets and Beet Sugar.
Though sugar can be extracted from
Accounting For Patrick Henry.
many plants, the world’s supply of
It is related that Chief Justice
sugar comes a t present from only two
plant species—sugar cane and sugar Salmon P. Chase on stopping at the
beets—and it comes about equally birthplace of Patrick Henry in Vir
from each. The former is grown only ginia exclaimed: “What an atmos
in tropical or subtropical climates, phere! What a view! What glorious
mountains! No wonder that Patrick
the latter only in temperate climates.
The great bulk of the beet sugar Henry grew here!” Whereupon an
consumed is made in European coun honest native dryly remarked that the
tries, Germany, Russia, Austria-Hun atmosphere, the view and the moun
gary and France being the leading tains bad been there for ages, but
producers.. But in recent years the that only one Patrick Henry had been
young and rapidly growing beet sugar produced.—Macon Telegraph.
industry of the United States has
Pretty Blunt.
come into prominence. There are now
Elderly Lady—Doctor. I am troubled
sixty-four active beet sugar factories
In this country, located in sixteen dif with a hallucination that I am being
ferent states. Last year the farmers followed by a man. What sort of cure
of these states harvested about 365.000 would you suggest? Honest Physician
acres of beets and delivered to the —A mirror.—Cleveland Leader.
factories 3,415,000 tons of beets. From
If we cannot live so as to be happy
these nearly 426,000 tons of refined
sugar were made. T h» yield of sugar we can at least live so as to deserve it.
—F itch »
n o r a c re o f beets w as 2.334 Dounds.

WE’VE STIRRED]
ILL*
m

TH E TOW N

Weitzenkorn’s Shoe Sale
Has set the W hole Town
Agog !

Insures Against Fire anU Storm.

GOOD SHOES were never before priced so low and]
never before sold s o . rapidly.
W E are determined to close out the stock we have'on hand!
Office o f the Company:
and our deeply cut prices on all our good shoes will tell you how
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
anxious we are to sell.
Insuran ce In Force: $ 1 2 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .

A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.

11. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.

FARM ERS,
H ere is w h at you need.

NOTE THE PRICES AND THEN ACT
$4 0 0 SHOES and OXFORDS :: $3.18
3.50
“
“
“
:: 2.70
3.00
‘*
“
“
: : 2.35
2.50
“
“
“
:: 1.85
2.00
“
“
“
:: 1.55
1.50
“
“
“
:: 1.30

There is no time like the
present to assure yourself of
Our Children’s and Boys’ Department is full
good crops for the future, es
BARGAINS
in SHOES and SLIPPERS.
pecially as your prosperity is
measured by the crops you pro
141 HIGH STREET, |
POTTSTOWN.
duce.

WEITZENKORN’S,

There is only one way to as
sure bounteous crops, and that
is by using sufficient plant food.
I f your manure does not reach,
you cannot afford to buy stable
manure; it is too expensive.
You should therefore use the
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely
on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.
W e guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
cal condition, and to produce
results.
A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured

by

JACOB

TRINLEY, Iinfield, Montgom
ery County, Pa., and for sale

I S T * P O T T S T O W N ’S L A R G E S T S H O E S T O R E .

OULBERT’S
DRUG STO R E
c o l l e g e v il l e , p a .
COLLEGEVILLE

Marble and Granite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kindi of Cemetery Work in Plain

by

and Artistic Designs. All Work guar

H. T. HUN SICKER,
I ronbridge, Pa.

anteed. Estimates tarnished.

J. K. CLEMMER A SON,
Spring Meant, Pa.
FRANK BARNDT,
Green Lane, Pa.
HILLEGASS A KRAUSE,
Pennsburg, Pa.
JOHN H. FARINGER,
R. D. No. X, Norristown, Pa.

Main St. Collegeville.
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class a d v e r t s
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomery j
county. If you have anything to sell—no matter
what—it w ill pay you to adyertise in this paper.

